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SUMMARY  

Sindh has excellent solar and wind resources and at the same time offers large areas with bar-

ren land, which are close to the existing grid infrastructure and are, therefore, excellent for the 

development of new, cost-efficient solar power plants, as shown in the Main Report for this 

study.  

In the Main Report, 100 suitable potential project sites for new solar and wind power plants 

across Pakistan, mostly based on existing grid infrastructure, have been identified and evalu-

ated; out of these, 19 potential project sites are located in Sindh Province (see Table )1. An initial 

analysis of all 19 sites, including explanation of how the sizing was done for each site, is covered 

in Annex 3.2  

Table ES-1: Status of 19 sites identified in locational VRE study, size as per Scenario 2 

No. Site  Proposed MWp (PV if not 
mentioned otherwise)  

Status 

1 Jhimpir 2,150 (PV+Wind) 
Already plants installed (wind 
power); additions recommended.  2 Gharo 330 (PV+Wind) 

3 Manjhand 5653  Already identified and analyzed 
by Sindt Energy Department 
(SED).  

4 Khipro 130 
Pre-feasibility and initial site 
identified by the consultant 
through site visit and the respec-
tive Deputy Commissioner (DC) 
office. Details are given in this 
Annex 4 Report. 

(Some sites appear more than 
one time in the Annex 3 Report, 

5 Patt (Dadu)4 140 

6 Deh 22 Jamrao 
(Sanghar) 

140 

7 Wahi Pandhi (Dadu) 390 

8 Nawabshah 520 

9 Jacobabad 130 

 

1 Some of these 19 sites are already known to the Sindh Energy Department (SED), while others are new. 
For example, VRE plants already exist at Jhimpir and Gharo sites, which are recommended for extension, 
whereas the Manjhand site is currently under investigation by SED. Also note that lists in the Annex 3 

one time in the lists. 
2 ed for economic 
figures. However, 10 sites visited by the consultant have more detailed development cost estimates, and 
plant sizes are updated from 140 MWp to 130 MWp for Jacobabad, Khipro, and Umerkot, and from 420 
MWp to 390 MWp for Wahi Pandhi.  
3 Manjhand has been suggested by SED as a site for wind and solar power as it has potential for both; 
therefore it is analyzed as a hybrid site (details the Main Report). However, the economic evaluation 
showed PV only as the better option; therefore the site is presented here as PV only as per Scenario 2.  
4  On the Mehar-Dadu line.  
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10 Rohri 140 as they are implemented in 
phases.) 

 
11 Mehrabpur 140 

12 Umerkot 130 

13 Shikarpur 140 

14 Nara 60 Suitable land with proximity to 
the identified grid connection 
and further details are identified. 
Initial site details to be found in 
the Annex 3 Report. 

(Some sites appear more than 
one time in the Annex 3 Report, 
as they are implemented in 
phases.) 

15 Sukkur 140 

16 Rato Dero 140 

17 Moro 65 

18 Padidan 140 

19 Warah 130 

 

Figure ES-1 shows the location of the 19 identified sites within the Sindh Province. (Note that 

the lists in Annex 3 

and therefore appear more than once.) 

Figure ES-1: GIS map of identified sites in Sindh (dark: 2023, medium: 2025, light: 2030); 
ratio of blue and orange in hybrid site circles shows wind and solar share  
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Detailed analysis of 10 sites 

In order to fast-track the public development of these cost-efficient solar power plants within 

Sindh, a pre-feasibility analysis has been carried out for 10 sites (numbers 4 to 13 in Table ES-

1), which have not yet been analyzed by SED.5 Eight of these ten sites are based on the currently 

existing grid infrastructure, meaning that no or little grid updates are required to evacuate their 

generated power, so the development of these potential project sites and construction of as-

sociated solar power plants could start in the short term. 

Table ES-2 summarizes the overall features of these 10 analyzed sites. 

Table ES-2: Summary for the total of 10 identified solar sites in Sindh 

Total installed capacity of solar plants6  2,000 MWp 

Average grid utilization factor of these sites for 1-axis 
tracking  

 

33.7 %  
 

Total accumulated annual generation for 1-axis tracking 3,671 GWh/year 

Proposed technical layout Single-axis tracking 

Proposed tender mode 
IPP (reverse bidding on 
PPA rate) 

Total development costs (estimate) for grid lines, substa-
tions, land leveling, and roads, etc., of 10 sites 

US$59 M 

 

Basic site information has been gathered through research and site visits and is presented for 

these 10 sites in detail in this report, including land availability, infrastructure development 

requirements, identification of any possible obstacles, energy yield, and so forth. Based on this 

information, SED and the Government of Sindh can immediately prioritize the sites, start the 

tendering process, and realize an additional 2 GWp of solar photovoltaic (PV) power at very 

economic generation costs.  

The 10 locations add up to a 2 GWp solar potential, out of which more than 1 GWp could be 

realized in the short term, and the remainder could be integrated into the power system in 

Sindh by about 2030. In order to realize these 10 sites, development costs of an estimated (out 

of these, US$59 M/US$33.95 M for grid lines and substations, the rest for land leveling, roads, 

 

5 Manjhand was explicitly not included in this analysis, as SED already has information available for that 
site. However, the site has been evaluated in the Main Report and its Annexes.  
6 -

and grid capacity. While conventional sizing typically comes to a 100 MWp PV plant for a 85 MW grid 
capacity connection, the optimized sizing typically comes to a size of 130 140 MWp for the same grid 
capacity, assuming some curtailed kWh for a higher grid utilization factor. For more details, see Chapter 
3.  
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etc.) are required to be invested by the Government of Sindh. For each of these 10 sites, barren 

land has been identified in the vicinity of the grid line or substation which results from the grid 

analysis. The 10 sites were visited by the consultant in order to gather detailed site information 

for a more detailed analysis. 

All 10 sites are similar in their excellent solar resources and readily available land most often, 

but not always, owned by the government. The main differences among the 10 sites are in 

slightly different specific annual yield numbers, economies of scale for sites with larger poten-

tial, and differences in specific infrastructure costs (roads, grid connection, land leveling), and 

to a minor extent, specific soil condition.  

Risks and land issues 

Costs and risks associated with land and development are low to medium. In order to avoid 

increases in solar energy generation costs, the government should, through its internal pro-

cesses between different agencies, officially declare the land where the potential project sites 

are located as dedicated for solar power plants, to be leased at either no or a small lease amount 

to private investors. For the few sites where the available land is not owned by the government, 

the government should pave the way by entering into an agreement with the land owners that 

facilitates later land acquisition or a lease by investors.7  

Environmental and social impact 

The sites proposed in this report have been selected to be located on currently unused land in 

order to minimize land usage conflicts. This was mostly an easy match as the best solar re-

source areas often include vast stretches of barren and unused lands in the desert areas of 

Sindh. So, land usage conflicts are small to nonexistent in Sindh. No settlements were present 

on the visited sites.  

In terms of environmental impact, the most important topic to be covered is water usage dur-

ing construction and for cleaning of the panels during operation. However, this consumption is 

very small compared to other cases, such as thermal power generation or agriculture, and can 

be considered acceptable. If water scarcity is  especially severe in a certain area, modern ways 

of cleaning that are low in water intensity could be proposed as a precondition for new PV 

plants by the government, if needed. 

 

 

7 As for the procedure, SED should make an official request to the Deputy Commissioners concerned, 
with a copy to the Board of Revenues concerned. The Board will fix a price for land and SED shall agree 
to this price. A summary for transfer of land to SED on payment of an agreed price shall then be submit-
ted to the Chief Minister for approval. On approval and payment of price the land shall stand transferred 
to SED. SED shall then lease out the land to the Independent Power Producer (IPP) for a fixed period on 
nominal or another agreed lease rate. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

identify 

the most suitable zones for solar and wind power development in Pakistan. Furthermore, the 

study identifies viable sites for potential near-term and longer-term development and provides 

recommendations on strategic transmission system investments needed to meet the new gov-

ernment targets of at least 30 percent of total generation capacity through new solar and wind 

power generation capacity by 2030. 

The Main Report for this study is published separately, and includes four annexes that provide 

further details on the four tasks that comprise the scope of work for the study, as follows: 

• Annex 1: Assessment of renewable energy zones across Pakistan using a multi-cri-

terion analysis; 

• Annex 2: Grid integration studies for near-term and longer-term development of 

identified solar and wind zones, including consideration of grid upgrades;  

• Annex 3: Shortlisting and ranking of near-term and longer-term options consistent 

with meeting government targets on renewable energy, including grid expansion; 

and 

• Annex 4: Identification of potential near-term sites for solar power generation in 

Sindh, using the results from Annexes 1 3 combined with more detailed land data, 

that can be further developed under the Sindh Solar Energy Project.8 

This document represents Annex 4 and provides more detailed analyses and results for Task 4. 

Readers should refer to the Main Report for the key findings and conclusions, and to the other 

Annexes for more detailed analyses and results in relation to the other tasks. 

Further details on the country and sectoral context to this study, the study approach and ob-

jectives, and the acronyms and references, can be found in the Main Report. 

  

 

8 https://projects.worldbank.org/en/projects-operations/project-detail/P159712  

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/883241610741226840/Variable-Renewable-Energy-Locational-Study
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/748751610741727925/Annex-1-Renewable-Energy-Zoning-Analysis
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/897291610742003819/Annex-2-Grid-Integration-Analysis
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/941901610742197710/Annex-3-Shortlisting-and-Ranking-of-Sites
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/756581610742364802/Annex-4-Supplemental-Analysis-of-Sites-in-Sindh
https://projects.worldbank.org/en/projects-operations/project-detail/P159712
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B. APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY 

B.1. INTRODUCTION 

In the Pakistan Renewable Energy Locational Study Main Report, 100 suitable sites with exist-

ing grid infrastructure across Pakistan have been identified and evaluated. Out of these 100, 

19 sites are located in Sindh. Out of the 19 sites, some are very remote, so transport and com-

munication with local authorities pose real challenges. Based on practical reasons and site suit-

ability, 10 sites were selected for more detailed analyses. 

Basic information has been gathered through research and site visits and is presented for these 

10 sites, including land availability, infrastructure development requirements, identification of 

any issues, and so forth, so that the sites can be tendered out quickly for solar power plants on 

private investor auction bases.  

10 sites and engaged with the Deputy Com-

missioner (DC) office of that area to identify suitable free barren land close to the existing grid 

infrastructure and, if possible, owned by the government. 

In order to facilitate feasibility studies for the individual sites and the tendering process, data 

have been put together for each of these sites, including: 

• Site description and land availability 

• Land usage and ownership 

• Distance to the available grid infrastructure (line substation) 

• Satellite images 

• Pictures from site visits 

B.2. REVIEW FROM ANNEX 3 SITES IN SINDH 

In the Pakistan Renewable Energy Locational Study Main Report, 100 suitable sites with exist-

ing grid infrastructure across Pakistan have been identified and evaluated. Out of these 100, 

19 sites are located in Sindh (see Table B.2-1). Figure B.2-1 and Table B.2-1 show the identified 

sites for Sindh, as mentioned in the Executive Summary.  
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Figure B.2-1: GIS map of identified sites in Sindh (dark: 2023, medium: 2025, light: 2030); 
ratio of blue and orange in hybrid site circles shows wind and solar share as per Scenario 1  

Some of these 19 sites, such as Jhimpir, Gharo, and Manjhand, are already known to the Sindh 

Energy Depart (SED), while others are new. For example, Variable Renewable Energy (VRE) 

plants already exist at Jhimpir and Gharo sites, which are recommended for extension, whereas 

the Manjhand site is under investigation by SED. An initial analysis of all 19 sites is covered in 

this Annex 3 Report.9  

For Jhimpir and Gharo, which are already functioning sites for wind power that have been 

known for evacuation issues throughout the last years, it should be briefly mentioned here that 

the National Transmission & Dispatch Company (NTDC) has planned the new Matiari 4GW 

HVDC line to be completed by mid-2021. Considering this new evacuation line to load centers 

in Punjab and some more reinforcements planned by NTDC, the capacities recommended for 

these sites in Annex 3 would not pose an issue. 

 

 

9 In the summary tables 

the Main Report. These are not analyzed further in this report, which focuses on the most suitable sites 
only, according to resources and grid capacities as described in the text. 
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Table B.2-1: Status of 19 sites identified in locational VRE study, size as per Scenario 2 

No. Site  Proposed MWp (PV if not 
mentioned otherwise) 

Status 

1 Jhimpir 2,150 (PV+Wind) Plants already installed (wind 
power); additions recom-
mended.  

 

2 Gharo 330 (PV+Wind) 

3 Manjhand 565 Already identified and ana-
lyzed by SED.  

4 Khipro 130 Pre-feasibility and initial site 
identified by the consultant 
through site visits and the 
Deputy Commissioner (DC) 
office. Details are given in this 
Annex 4 report. 

 

5 Patt (Dadu) (Mehar-
Dadu line) 

140 

6 Deh 22 Jamrao (Sang-
har) 

140 

7 Wahi Pandhi (Dadu) 390 

8 Nawabshah 520 

9 Jacobabad 130 

10 Rohri 140 

11 Mehrabpur 140 

12 Umarkot 130 

13 Shikarpur 140 

14 Nara 60 Suitable land with proximity 
to the identified grid connec-
tion and further details to be 
identified. Initial site details to 
be found in the Annex 3 re-
port. 

 

15 Sukkur 140 

16 Rato Dero 140 

17 Moro 65 

18 Padidan 140 

19 Warah 130 

 

Of these 19 sites, based on the currently available free grid capacities, 10 sites (numbers 4 to 

13) have been selected for fast-tracked implementation, and a more detailed analysis has been 

conducted for these 10 sites, including site visits and land ownership identification.  

B.3. SITE SELECTION CRITERIA 

For the near-term development of solar power plants in Sindh, the most relevant condition for 

potential sites are free capacities in the electric transmission grid, which is already at its limits 
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under the current use scenario for most areas within the province. These transmission grid 

capacities have been identified in Chapter 2 of the Main Report. Of the identified grid oppor-

tunity areas, the 12 most suitable locations were selected based on availability of barren land 

close to the grid and responsiveness by the respective Deputy Commissioners (DCs), and vis-

rther grid analyses 

of these 12 sites, two sites were discarded, and a list of the remaining 10 sites was compiled 

for near-term establishment of solar power plants in Sindh. Of these 10 sites, two sites, Na-

wabshah and Wahi Pandhi (Dadu), are proposed locations for large-scale solar parks and fall 

under the long-term scenario of 2030. However, these sites were still included in this pre-fea-

sibility analysis to demonstrate the potential of large-scale solar parks in Sindh.  

In general, the proposed project sites located in Sindh are similar to each other they are cur-

rently close to a grid line or substation with some free evacuation capacity; and they are located 

on almost exclusively barren, desert-like land, which is currently unused and where at least 

some of the land plots forming the proposed project site belong to the Government of Sindh. 

Solar irradiation varies only slightly across the sites, and climatic conditions are also mostly 

similar. All areas are quite remote, and in terms of social and environmental considerations, 

there is no indication of any risk or adversity. 

On the other hand, establishment of contact with the concerned local  office turned out to 

be a challenging task for the consultant during the study. This is why the sites were selected 

based on their general suitability according to free grid capacities and visited in order of the 

responsiveness of the Deputy Commissioner office of that region, upon request to visit the 

specific site. Although the study of intergovernmental processes for land was not the focus of 

the study, it is deemed that a good relationship between the provincial government and the 

local DC would be an important factor for the development of these sites. 
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C. SITE STUDIES SUMMARY OF THE 10 PRI-

ORITY SITES 

The locations of the sites analyzed in this report and the findings for these sites draw on the 

technical and financial results from the identification of proposed project sites from Chapter 3 

of the Main Report of this study (see Main Report, Chapter 3 and corresponding Annexes).  

In addition to the considerations of the analysis in the Main Report, this report includes: 

• a more detailed evaluation of the Potential Project Sites (PPSs) based on site visits; 

• findings from conversations with the Deputy Commissioner s office of the specific re-

gions;  

• additional site-specific considerations, such as soil constitution, climate etc.;  

• estimated development costs for each, especially for grid and road extension and land 

leveling; and 

• a PVSyst simulation for each of these sites. 

Due to the detailed analysis, the exact sizing as well as the financial attractiveness of some of 

these sites are a little different compared to the numbers presented in the Main Report and 

the Annex 3 report.  

For the development cost estimates, please note that they are rough assumptions. For the grid 

extension, only line costs have been considered, while grid station costs (e.g., for additional line 

bays) have been assumed in the engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) costs as per 

Annex 3 calculations and have not been included in the development costs.  

For assessment of the land ownership, it should be noted that this process took more time and 

effort than anticipated. The Board of Revenue in Sindh, contacted via official letters by the SED 

as the client and follow-up meetings in person, refused to give any information on land owner-

ship. So the consultants, in coordination with the client, decided to directly contact the DCs of 

the respective areas, who were very helpful during the site visits. Even so, these DCs were not 

able to show official site ownership documents to the consultants, so the information has been 

documented as unofficial in the site chapters, although the information seems to be trustwor-

thy. An official confirmation of land ownership will require official orders by the respective gov-

ernment authorities, will take time, and is out of the hands of the consultants; this is why this 

activity needs to be followed up by the Government of Sindh.  

The section below provides summary tables for the 10 sites, after which the 10 selected sites 

with their detailed findings, site pictures, and analyses are listed individually. 

C.1. OVERVIEW OF THE TECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF THE 
10 SITES 

Table C.1-1 shows the summary of the 10 selected sites. The proposed size for a single-axis 

tracking solar PV plant has been calculated based on the available grid capacity and annual 
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hourly simulations. A PVSyst (solar PV simulation software) analysis has then been run for all 

of these sites according to their respective sizes, resulting in the calculation of the grid utiliza-

tion factor and annual electricity output for all of these plants, considering the grid capacity 

constraint of each individual site.  

Table C.1-1: Overview of identified sites and their main attributes 

No

. 

Site Pro-

posed 

Size 

(MWp) 

Grid Ca-

pacity 

Limit 

(MW) 

Grid 

Utiliza-

tion 

Fac-

tor10 

(%) 

Annual 

Output 

(MWh/a)
11 

Financial 

Attrac-

tiveness 

Site Devel-

opment 

Cost (US$ 

M) 

Implemen-

tation 

Horizon as 

per Grid 

1 Khipro (Sanghar)  130 85 32.7 244 7.36 4.62 Immediate  

2 Patt (Dadu) 140 85 33.9 253 7.35 3.15 Immediate 

3 
Deh 22 Jamrao 

(Sanghar)  
140 85 34.8 259 7.58 

4.00 Immediate 

4 
Wahi Pandhi 

(Dadu) 
390 225 35.2 694 7.90 

18.05 2030 

5 Nawabshah 520 340 32.8 976 8.15 20.10 2030 

6 Jacobabad  130 85 32.2 240 7.36 2.39 Immediate 

7 Rohri (Sukkur) 140 85 34.1 254 7.62 0.93 Immediate 

8 Mehrabpur  140 85 34.3 256 7.66 1.67 Immediate 

9 Umerkot 130 85 32.5 242 7.50 3.59 Immediate 

10 Shikarpur 140 85 34.1 254 7.31 0.50 Immediate 

Financial attractiveness has been calculated as explained in Chapter 3 of the Main Report, and 

site sections). 

Three sites, including the large-size options, require grid upgrades and are of a mid-term time 

horizon, while all the other sites can be implemented immediately, based on the current grid 

infrastructure. 

 

10 Single-axis tracking, considering grid capacity limit. 
11 Single-axis tracking, considering grid capacity limit. 
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For each site, site characteristics such as a basic site map and description, and estimated site 

development costs, as well as an overview of three possible technical setups and their resulting 

parameters, are presented in the subchapters. 

Note that of the three technical setups presented, the f

approach as for Scenario 1 in the Main Report (Chapter 3), the second represents the recom-

cluding storage, which is not economical for any of the sites and was added just for reference. 

The amount of storage was chosen generically, following the analysis of Chapter 3, Portfolio 

Analysis (see Main Report or the Annex 3 Report). 

C.2. RISK FACTORS  

As a standard element of any site feasibility analysis, Table C.2-1 shows the major possible risks 

associated with the proposed sites . 

This includes findings from preliminary site visits and conversations with local authorities 

(DCs), as well as grid simulations based on the available grid data by the NTDC, but excluding 

more specific engagement with the responsible grid operators (DISCOs) and other government 

agencies (which were out of scope of the assignment).  

As can be seen, there are no high risks associated with the sites. One site that was earlier in-

cluded had been excluded after it became clear that the free grid capacity for evacuation was 

not sufficient. 

Table C.2-2 provides measures for mitigating the perceived risks. Detailed topography, geo-

technical, grid, and environmental studies for each site are generally recommended. The infor-

mation in the summary is based on site visits. 

Table C.2-1: Risk categories 

Deal breaker, high risk, not possible to solve   

High risk, possible to solve   

Medium risk, possible to solve   

Low risk, possible to solve   
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Table C.2-2: Overview of identified sites and risks 

No. Site Risk Identified  Evalua-

tion 

Risk Mitigation 

G General 

Environmental risks:  

1. Water consumption for 

construction and clean-

ing of PV plants is low. 

2. Protected areas: no 

World Database on Pro-

tected Areas (WDPA).12 

3. Protected habitat: none 

identified as per conver-

sations with local au-

thorities. 

Low 

1. Consultations with local 

communities should be done 

before finalizing water 

sources for the shortlisted 

sites to get a comprehensive 

idea of the demand on that 

specific water source.  

Additionally, low-water 

cleaning technologies could 

be made mandatory if 

needed. 

2. None required. Confirmation 

with local bodies on pro-

tected areas might be 

sought. 

3. None required. Confirmation 

with local bodies might be 

sought. 

G General 

Social risks: 

1. No settlements on site 

were found. 

2. Restriction of local pop-

ulation from accessing 

natural resources on the 

sites, restricting travel 

to work or places of wor-

ship, etc.: none as all 

sites are desert areas. 

Low None. 

 

12 The World Database on Protected Areas (WDPA) is the most comprehensive global spatial data set on 
marine and terrestrial protected areas available. The WDPA is a joint project of UNEP and IUCN, produced 
by UNEP-WCMC and the IUCN World Commission on Protected Areas working with governments and 
collaborating NGOs. 
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No. Site Risk Identified  Evalua-

tion 

Risk Mitigation 

1 
Khipro 

(Sanghar)  

The topography of the land con-

sists mostly of sand dunes, 

where some sand dunes are very 

high. 

 

Low 

Complete area leveling is not re-

quired; multiple levels of flat 

land are not an issue as long as 

they are in accordance with the 

water drainage plan. 

Although as per the local author-

ities (tapedar), government land 

is available in the area, the exact 

boundaries and coordinates of 

the land need to be verified. 

Medium  
More detailed land survey re-

quired by the local authorities. 

2 
Patt 

(Dadu) 

The area is waterlogged, and salt 

deposits are visible in some ar-

eas.   

 

Medium 

Proper drainage plans with 

pumps have to be designed, and 

a corrosion resistant structure 

is advised for the site.  

Government land is not available 

in the identified area as per the 

local authorities (tapedar). How-

ever, uncultivated land, owned 

by private people, is proposed. 

High 

The government should procure 

the land in the area after a de-

tailed land survey. The cost of 

the land is expected to be rela-

tively low.  

3 

Deh 22 

Jamrao 

(Sanghar)  

Government land is not available 

in the identified area as per the 

local authorities (tapedar). How-

ever, uncultivated land, owned 

by private people, is proposed.  

High  

The government should procure 

the land in the area after a de-

tailed land survey. The cost of 

the land is expected to be rela-

tively low. 

4 
Wahi Pan-

dhi (Dadu) 

Some trees are present at the 

site.  
Low 

The trees must be transferred to 

another area or new trees should 

be planted near the site in ques-

tion. 

220 kV double circuit, 40 km 

transmission line is proposed for 

the site.   

High 

Even though the site is planned 

to be built by 2030, a feasibility 

study of the line should be 

started much earlier and in-

cluded in the NTDC extension 

plans.  
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No. Site Risk Identified  Evalua-

tion 

Risk Mitigation 

Although as per the local author-

ities (tapedar), government land 

is available in the area, the exact 

boundaries and coordinates of 

the land need to be verified. 

Medium    
More detailed land survey re-

quired by the local authorities. 

5 
Nawab-

shah 

The topography of the land con-

sists mostly of sand dunes, 

where some sand dunes are very 

high. 

Low  

Complete area leveling is not re-

quired; multiple levels of flat 

land are not an issue as long as 

they are in accordance with the 

water drainage plan. 

NTDC plans to upgrade the 132 

kV grid station of Nawabshah to 

220 kV. It is proposed that the 

plant be connected to the new 

grid station through the planned 

220 kV transmission line of 25 

km. 

High 

NTDC extensions and upgrading 

plans should be updated/con-

firmed accordingly. 

Although as per local authorities 

(tapedar), government land is 

available in the area, the exact 

boundaries and coordinates of 

the land need to be verified. 

Medium 
More detailed land survey re-

quired by the local authorities. 

6 
Jaco-

babad  

Small portion of the area shows 

signs of waterlogging. 
Low 

Land filling and proper drainage 

plans are required at site. 

Government land is not available 

in the identified area as per the 

local authorities (tapedar). How-

ever, an uncultivated patch, 

owned by private investors, is 

proposed. 

High  

The government should procure 

the land in the area after a de-

tailed land survey. The cost of 

the land is expected to be rela-

tively low. 

7 
Rohri 

(Sukkur) 

Small hills are present on the 

northeast side.  
Low  

Proper distance has to be main-

tained from the hills to avoid 

shading during detailed design 

stage.  
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No. Site Risk Identified  Evalua-

tion 

Risk Mitigation 

Although as per the local author-

ities (tapedar), government land 

is available in the area, the exact 

boundaries and coordinates of 

the land need to be verified. 

Medium  
More detailed land survey re-

quired by the local authorities. 

8 
Mehrab-

pur  

Although as per the local author-

ities (tapedar), government land 

is available in the area, the exact 

boundaries and coordinates of 

the land need to be verified. 

Medium  
More detailed land survey re-

quired by the local authorities. 

9 Umerkot 

Indigenous trees of the Thar De-

sert are present at site. 
Low 

The trees must be transferred to 

another area or new trees should 

be planted nearby.   

Local DISCO (HESCO) plans to 

update the existing 66 kV grid 

station to 132 kV.   

High 

HESCO extension and upgrading 

plans should be updated accord-

ingly.  

Although as per the local author-

ities (tapedar), government land 

is available in the area, the exact 

boundaries and coordinates of 

the land need to be verified. 

Medium 
More detailed land survey re-

quired by the local authorities. 

10 Shikarpur 

Some parts of the area show 

signs of waterlogging. 
Low 

Water drainage plans and 

pumps have to be designed ac-

cordingly.  

As a 220/500 kV grid station is 

present close to the site, the 

area has many grid pylons.  

Medium 
PV plant layout has to be de-

signed to avoid shading.  

Although as per the local author-

ities (tapedar), government land 

is available in the area, the exact 

boundaries and coordinates of 

the land need to be verified. 

Medium 
More detailed land survey re-

quired by the local authorities. 
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D. RECOMMENDATIONS AND WAY FORWARD 

Ten sites in Sindh (out of the 19 opportunity areas from Chapter 3 of the Main Report) have 

been visited and investigated for their potential for the installation of utility-scale solar PV 

plants. The results are promising and have been laid out in Table C.1-1 for all 10 sites. Based on 

this list, the Government of Sindh should now initiate the tender process of these 10 sites. 

The efforts should first focus on the sites ranking high in financial attractiveness numbers as 

per Table C.1-1, as higher numbers mean better estimated power purchase agreement (PPA) 

prices that the government can achieve with bidders for a site. However, it is up to the govern-

ment to postpone certain sites or change the prioritization, other criteria considering, such as 

responsiveness and cooperation of DISCOs or local authorities involved, minimum development 

costs for the government, and so forth. 

Chapter E gives the detailed findings for each site that are important for the tendering process. 

D.1. PROPOSED TENDER MODALITIES  

For the implementation, it is recommended that the sites are tendered to interested investors 

on a PPA basis. The government should give the land for a nominal lease amount for 25 years 

and ask for quotations from the bidders for the PPA rates they would be willing to accept (re-

verse auctioning). The provision of land through the government has clear advantages of lower 

cost and easier access to sites for international bidders as land acquisitions are being pro-

cessed. The land of seven out of the ten potential project sites analyzed in this report are owned 

by the government. 

For the contract, either a pure IPP/PPA or a BOOT) contract 

for 25 years is recommended; for the BOOT contract, a minimum of 80 percent of the initial 

capacity factor should be mandatory to be handed over after 25 years.  

D.2. TECHNICAL SETUP 

In terms of the PV system setup, a single-axis tracking design showed a higher financial attrac-

tiveness than a fixed inclined system in the analysis; this is why single-axis tracking was used 

as a basis for the technical and financial evaluation. Single-axis tracking also has a higher ca-

pacity factor and a more balanced output profile because it delivers more energy in the morn-

ings and afternoons. However, all standard PV technologies and setups are feasible, and the 

developer should be free to decide which option to choose; all qualitative site findings described 

in the report hold for both tracking and non-tracking setups. 

Similarly, a certain oversizing of solar plants through additional PV modules makes economic 

sense because it results in better usage of the evacuation lines (see Main Report, Chapter 3 on 

more details). Sizing optimization should be done for each location individually, as it has been 

done here.  
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For the maximum benefit in terms of the overall electricity price, it is recommended that for 

each site, interested developers or investors ensure a minimum annual use factor at the oppor-

tunity line or substation in order to make best use of the given infrastructure.13  

D.3. NEXT STEPS 

The following points are important next steps toward the development of solar power plants 

in Sindh: 

1. Prioritization among the presented sites (see Table C.1-1) by the Government of 

Sindh and the NTDC, based on the findings of this report as well as potential other 

factors and official endorsement of these sites for solar power. 

2. Allocation of the identified government-owned lands for the development of renew-

able energy power plants through the required government processes and purchase 

of private land, where necessary. 

3. Development of a detailed tender strategy for the sites and grid connection points.  

4. More detailed studies of the connection points, precise land coordinates, and ge-

otechnical analysis could reduce the risk perception of the bidders and result in low-

cost offers. 

5. Decision on further government support in the form of providing grid access, access 

roads, fencing, possible security arrangements, etc., would bring down potential 

risks for the bidders and help reduce potential PPA rates.  

 

13 The capacity factor of the PV DC nameplate shall be irrelevant for contractual purposes, as the line 
capacity is the determining factor on the electric grid level. If the line capacity use factor, e.g., is set at 
25 percent while the capacity factor for fixed PV at the site is 19 percent, the investor can compensate 
this difference through setting up additional solar capacity (which is curtailed at peak moments) or 
through adding tracking mechanisms. See the methodology on site ranking in the Main Report for more 
details. 
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E. SITE STUDIES FOR THE 10 PRIORITY SITES 

E.1. SITE 1, KHIPRO (SANGHAR)  

E.1.1. General description and attributes 

Site description 

The site is located in a barren patch northeast of Khipro city. The area is approximately 5 km 

away from the main Khipro city. The area is mostly barren, consisting of sand dunes with desert 

shrubs and bushes. 

 

 

Figure E.1-1: MapRE analysis and Google Earth snapshot with the proposed site marked as 
a yellow sun. For more details of colors and excluded areas (white), see Main Report, 

Chapter 3 
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Table E.1-1: Basic site attributes 

Latitude 

 

25°52'0.71" 

 

Longitude 

 

69°27'42.99" 

 

Geographical 
Location 

 

The site is located 10 km northeast of Khipro city.  

 

Road Access 

 

The site is accessible from Karachi to Sanghar via national 
highway N5, Tando Adam-Sanghar road, and Sanghar-Khipro 
road. A single metalled road goes from Khipro to the outskirts 
of the desert toward the east. Internal roads for construction 
of the plant need to be developed.  

 

Proposed 
Size 

 

Optimized: 130 MWp 

(Conventional: 100 MWp) 

 

 

Technology 

 

Crystalline silicon (PV) with horizontal tracking north-south 

Distance to 
Electric Grid  

15 km (approximately) 

Site Owner-
ship 

 

The site is owned by the government according to the infor-
mation provided by the district's deputy commissioner office. 

 

Land Size 

 

Approximately 100 acres (162 ha). More land is available but 
needs a proper land survey.  

 

Settlements 
on Site 

None 
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E.1.2. Estimated cost of development for grid and road upgrades 

Road access 

A 5 km road patch from the desert outskirts to the site has to be developed. Development of 

internal roads will be the responsibility of the EPC contractor and depends on the layout of the 

solar plant. 

Leveling  

The initial leveling effort at the site is expected to be high. It is advised to remove the top sec-

tion of sand dunes and fill the low-lying areas. However, full-area leveling is not required; mul-

tiple levels of flat land are not an issue as long as they are in accordance with the water drainage 

plan. To avoid wind erosion, only the topsoil should be removed as per the minimum require-

ments. 

Grid connection  

Currently, Khipro has a 66 kV grid station. HESCO has planned to upgrade it to a 132 kV grid 

station. A direct double circuit of 132 kV from the solar plant to Khipro 132 kV grid station is 

recommended to connect the plant. The length of the line will be approximately 15 km and the 

conductor used will be Lynx. 

Site development cost 

The site development cost primarily consists of land cost, road access, grid connection, water 

availability, and the initial leveling cost of a plant site. As the land is owned by the government, 

the land cost will be as per the general land lease agreement and will not influence the site 

development cost as such. The road construction cost is expected to be US$0.12 million. The 

grid connection cost is expected to be US$1.95 million. Water will be accessible at the site 

through tankers from a nearby canal or from groundwater resources, hence no additional cost 

is expected for water resources in the site development cost. The expected cost for land level-

ing is US$2.55 million. All costs are based on site visits and a rough estimate based on experi-

ence with similar projects. However, the exact costs can be estimated after detailed studies. 

Table E.1-2: Estimated site development costs 

Land Cost, Estimated As per government 

Road Cost, Estimated US$0.12 M 

Grid Connection Cost, Estimated US$1.95 M 

Water Connection Cost, Estimated 
Through tank vehicles or 
well 

Leveling Cost, Estimated US$2.55 M 

Total, Estimated US$4.62 M 
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E.1.3. Technical parameters  

Table E.1-3: Grid utilization factor and annual output as per PVGIS tool14 

Plant Size  130 MWp 

Orientation Tracking north-south 

Grid Capacity/Limit  85 MW (AC) 

Grid Utilization Factor  32.8% 

Annual Output (MWh/a) 243,786 

The optimal plant size has been suggested as per the available grid capacity and economic anal-

ysis performed in Chapters 2 and 3 of the Main Report. The capacity factor and annual output 

of the proposed PV plant have been calculated for a single-axis north-south tracking PV plant, 

which was identified as the most economic option in the Main Report. For this study, the avail-

able grid capacity of 85 MW has been considered, which results in a 1 percent yield loss for the 

130 MWp case. As line capacities are not static, even less loss can be achieved with a dynamic 

line rating in the future.     

Diurnal and seasonal profile 

Figure E.1-2 shows the daily generation pattern and the utilization of the available grid capacity 

(red line in chart) for this opportunity site with optimal sizing. Exemplary days are shown for 

the four different seasons to show the seasonal variation. It can be seen that the line capacity 

of 85 MW is hardly surpassed. 

 

14 It should be noted here that the results of yield and financial attractiveness in Chapter 3 of the Main 
Report are based on 5-year irradiance data from PVGIS, normalized to Global Solar Atlas numbers, which 
are the basis for the whole Main Report. Here, for a high location-specific analysis, PVSyst simulation is 
used based on 16-year Solar GIS irradiance data. This different approach results in a small deviation in 
the annual yield compared to Chapter 3 numbers for these sites, but the differences are within an ac-
ceptable 5 percent margin, which is not uncommon for simulations based on different solar data sources. 
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Figure E.1-2: Diurnal and seasonal profile: yellow is the solar output for four different sea-
sons (typical days), while the red line is the maximum capacity the grid can absorb at that 

location 

 

Figure E.1-3 shows the annual variation as per PVSyst simulation. The solar irradiance is higher 

in the summer months, except for July and August, which might be because of higher cloud 

cover in these months. Similarly, the Performance Ratio (PR) is slightly lower in May and June 

because of higher ambient temperatures in these months.  

Figure E.1-3: Normalized production and PR monthly profile (PVSyst) 
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Table E.1-4: Monthly irradiance, temperature, energy, and performance ratio numbers 
(PVSyst) 
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E.1.4. Security situation 

The site is located close to Khipro city, and the security situation in the area is satisfactory. 

E.1.5. Environmental considerations 

The site is located in a barren land or desert with scarce vegetation. The proposed project is 

estimated to result in approximately 133,000 tons of reduction in carbon emissions annually.15 

Hence the site has no negative environmental impact. However, a detailed environmental study 

is recommended. The area is underdeveloped, and such a project will generate local jobs both 

during construction and the O&M phase for the local community, producing a positive social 

impact in the area.16  

E.1.6. Water situation 

At site, the water will mostly be required during the construction phase, and for cleaning of the 

PV modules afterwards. Based on 2 liters per module and two cleaning cycles per month, the 

estimated requirement of the cleaning of modules is approximately 1,950 cubic meters per 

month.    

The groundwater level is expected to be low. However, a canal is located 8 km west of the site.  

Hence, water availability is not an issue, but use of underground water or canal water has to be 

confirmed with the local authorities.  

  

 

15 Based on a grid emission factor of 0.546 tCO2,eq per MWhel for Pakistan, taken from the Institute for 
Global Environmental Strategies (IGES), IGES List of Emission Factors for CDM projects. The value is the 

r Pakistan. 
16 Although building and operating a solar park is not a labor-intensive undertaking and in other parts of 
the world requires mostly trained staff, in Pakistan, a number of labor jobs are typically created, both 
during construction (helpers, welders/metal workers, security) and operation (cleaning, security).  
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E.1.7. Land situation 

The team met with the DC (Deputy Commissioner) of the Sanghar district who informed the 

local authorities about the project. The relevant local land registry official (tapedar) was as-

signed to identify barren land near the grid or transmission lines. Due to road access and to-

pography, approximately 100 acres (40.5 ha) of land were visited. The tapedar assured that 

400 acres (162 ha) of barren government land were available in the area. However, a detailed 

land survey is required. Further private barren land, if required, is available in the area.  

It should be noted that 4 acres (1.62 ha) per MWp is a conservative estimate, and with higher 

efficiency modules, area requirements can be reduced or more solar modules can be installed 

in the same area as proposed in the optimized case. The cost of land will be as per the govern-

ment lease agreement and needs to be verified.  

Figure E.1-4
Khipro 
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E.1.8. Expected losses 

The site is surrounded by a semi-agricultural area on the west, and a desert on the east. The 

soiling and temperature losses are expected to be "moderate to high" as visualized in Figure E.1-

5. Slight "far shading loss" has been assumed due to the height of sand dunes in the area. Wind 

exposure in the area is "moderate to high," with seasonal dust storms.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure E.1-5: Loss diagram across the whole year, based on assumptions 
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E.1.9. Indicative maps and pictures 

 

Figure E.1-6: Google Earth close snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.1-7: Road access (close to site) 
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Figure E.1-8: Proposed site and vegetation 

 

 

Figure E.1-9: Soil condition 
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Figure E.1-10: Proposed site, Point A in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.1-11: Proposed site, Point B in Google Earth snapshot 
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Figure E.1-12: Proposed site, Point C in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.1-13: Proposed site, Point D in Google Earth snapshot 
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E.1.10. Geotechnical conditions  

The site is located in an uncultivated barren patch in the desert. Semi-agricultural area is on 

the western side of the site. The topography of the land is mostly sand dunes, with some sand 

dunes being 10 meters high. The soil consists mostly of fine particles of sand. The site has no 

shading obstacle; however, due to the height of the sand dunes, extra area may be required to 

avoid shading on the northern side of the dunes. The site has scarce vegetation which consists 

of desert shrubs. The site has no settlements. Detailed geotechnical and topography studies 

are advised before the execution phase.  

E.1.11. Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation 

Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation has been done for the site in Chapter 2 of the Main Report 

and the detailed report of Annex 2. Analyses done were load flow, contingency, short circuit, 

and dynamic stability studies. No issues were identified. The grid is able to absorb the power 

for the proposed plant size. A detailed grid study is advised before the execution phase.  
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E.1.12. Technical and economic evaluation 

Table E.1-5 shows the technical and economic results for this site for different technical setups. 

For more details, refer to the Main Report of the locational study, where all different technical 

setups have been explained.17 The development costs as per Table E.1-2 have been included in 

the financial analysis, and the capital expenditures (CAPEX) assumptions are updated from 

Chapter 3 of Main Report .  

The first case, 100 MWp, represents the conventional sizing of solar PV systems in Pakistan, 

with the grid utilization factor of 26 percent and an annual production of 192 GWh per year.  

The optimal case, 130 MWp, represents the unconventional sizing of solar PV systems in Paki-

stan, with the grid utilization factor of 34 percent and an annual production of 249 GWh per 

year.  

The addition of storage does not add any significant value, and the site is not suitable for wind 

energy, based on Global Wind Atlas data.  

All of these results are excellent at an international level. 

 

Table E.1-5: Technical and economic evaluation 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

17 -5 is a normalized indicator for the expected LCOE or PPA rates 
(higher attractiveness = lower rates). The net present value (NPV) gives the value of this plant for the 
country or the national authority CPPA that purchases the power from the power plant owners, based 
on the assumption that the solar plant on this site is developed by an IPP who sells electricity to a CPPA 
at a commercial rate, as per international benchmark today. This case is compared against CPPA pur-
chasing power from fossil power plants, as is the general case in Pakistan today (which is more expen-
sive). Higher NPV means a higher benefit. 

Results 

Conventional 

Sizing 

Optimized 

Sizing 

Including 

Storage 

PV MWp  100 130 150 

Battery MWh  0 0 50 

Grid Utilization Factor  26% 34% 38% 

Volatility Daytime  17% 17% 17% 

Financial Attractiveness 6.93 7.36 5.66 
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E.2. SITE 2, PATT (DADU)  

E.2.1. General description and attributes 

Site description 

The site is located in a barren patch to the northeast of Dadu city. The area is approximately 

40 kilometers away from the main Dadu city and close to the Patt village. The area is mostly 

flat land not used for cultivation due to a high water table and salinity in the soil.  

 

Figure E.2-1: MapRE analysis and Google Earth snapshot with the proposed site marked as 
a yellow sun. For more details of colors and excluded areas (white), see Main Report, 

Chapter 3  
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Table E.2-1: Basic site attributes 

Latitude 

 

26°59'7.01" 

 

Longitude 

 

67°53'39.91" 

 

Geographical 
Location 

 

The site is located 5 km northeast of the Patt village in Dadu 
district.  

 

Road Access 

 

The site is accessible from Karachi to Mehar through national 
highway N5 and N55. From the Patt village, a 20 km single 
metalled road toward the east connects N55 to the site.  In-
ternal roads for construction of the plant need to be devel-
oped. 

 

Proposed Size 

 

Optimized: 140 MWp 

(Conventional: 100 MWp) 

 

 

Technology 

 

Crystalline silicon (PV) with horizontal tracking north-south 

Distance to 
Electric Grid  

10 km (approximately)  

Site Ownership 

 

 

The site is owned by private owners according to the district's 
deputy commissioner office. Government land is not available 
in the vicinity.   

 

Land Size 

 

Approximately 400 acres (162 ha). More land may not be 
available; this needs a proper land survey. 
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Settlements 
on Site 

 

None 

E.2.2. Estimated cost of development for grid and road upgrades 

Road access 

20 km of single metalled road from the N55 highway toward the Patt village and to the site 

needs repair.  Development of internal roads will be the responsibility of the EPC contractor 

and will depend on the layout of the solar plant. 

Leveling  

The initial leveling effort at the site is expected to be low to moderate. It is advised to remove 

the top section of sand dunes and fill the low-lying areas. However, full-area leveling is not 

required; multiple levels of flat land are not an issue as long as they are in accordance with the 

water drainage plan. 

Grid connection  

The grid connection will be through a loop in- existing 132 kV transmis-

sion line between Mehar and Dadu. The looping distance is approximately 10 km and the con-

ductor used will be Lynx. 

Site development cost 

The site development costs primarily consist of the land cost, road access, grid connection, 

water availability, and initial leveling cost of the plant site. The land acquisition cost is expected 

to be around US$0.73 million. The road repair cost is expected to be US$0.06 million. The grid 

connection cost is expected to be US$1.30 million. Water is accessible to the site through tank-

ers from the nearby canal or from ground water resources, hence no cost is expected in the site 

development cost for additional water resources. The expected cost of land leveling is US$1.06 

million. All costs are based on a site visit and a rough estimate based on experience with similar 

projects. However, the exact site development costs can be calculated through more detailed 

studies. 

Table E.2-2: Estimated site development costs 

Land Cost, Estimated US$0.73 M 

Road Cost, Estimated (repair) US$0.06 M 

Grid Connection Cost, Estimated US$1.30 M 

Water Connection Cost, Estimated 
Through tank vehicles or 
well 

Leveling Cost, Estimated US$1.06 M 

Total, Estimated US$3.15 M 
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E.2.3. Technical parameters  

Table E.2-3: Grid utilization factor and annual output as per PVGIS Tool18 

Plant Size 140 MWp 

Orientation Tracking north-south 

Grid Capacity/Limit 85 MW (AC) 

Grid Utilization Factor 33.9% 

Annual Output (MWh/a) 252,618 

The optimal plant size has been suggested as per the available grid capacity and economic anal-

ysis performed in Chapters 2 and 3 of the Main Report. The grid utilization factor and annual 

output of the proposed PV plant have been calculated for a single-axis north-south tracking PV 

plant, which was identified as the most economic option in the Main Report. For this study, the 

available grid capacity of 85 MW has been considered, which results in a 2.3 percent yield loss 

for the 140 MWp case. As line capacities are not static, even less loss can be achieved with a 

dynamic line rating in the future.  

Diurnal and seasonal profile 

Figure E.2-2 shows the daily generation pattern and utilization of the available grid capacity 

(red line in chart) for this opportunity site with optimal sizing. Exemplary days are shown for 

the four different seasons to show the seasonal variation. It can be seen that the line capacity 

of 85 MW is hardly surpassed. 

  

 

18 To avoid confusion, it should be noted here that the results of yield and financial attractiveness in 
Chapter 3 of the Main Report are based on 5-year irradiance data from PVGIS, normalized to Global Solar 
Atlas numbers, which were the basis for the whole Main Report. Here, for a high location-specific accu-
racy, PVSyst analysis is used, which is based on 16-year irradiance for higher reliability. This different 
approach results in a small deviation in the annual yield compared to Chapter 3 numbers for these sites, 
but the differences are within an acceptable 5 percent margin, which is not uncommon for simulations 
based on different solar data sources. 
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Figure E.2-2: Diurnal and seasonal profile: yellow is the solar output for four different sea-
sons (typical days), while the red line is the maximum capacity which the grid can absorb 

at that location 

Figure E.2-3 shows the annual variation as per the PVSyst simulation. The solar irradiance is 

higher in the summer months, except for July and August, which might be because of a higher 

cloud cover in these months. Similarly, the Performance Ratio (PR) is slightly lower in May and 

June because of higher ambient temperatures in these months. 

 

Figure E.2-3: Normalized production and PR monthly profile (PVSyst) 
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Table E.2-4: Monthly irradiance, temperature, energy and performance ratio numbers 
(PVSyst) 
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E.2.4. Security situation 

The site is located close to the Patt village, and the security situation in the area is satisfactory.  

E.2.5. Environmental considerations 

The site is located in a barren area with scarce vegetation. The project is estimated to result in 

approximately 138,000 tons of reduction in carbon emissions annually.19 Hence the site has no 

negative environmental impact. However, a detailed environmental study is recommended. The 

area is underdeveloped, and such a project will generate local jobs both during construction and 

the O&M phase for the local community, producing a positive social impact in the area.20  

E.2.6. Water situation 

At site, the water will mostly be required during the construction phase and for the cleaning of 

the PV modules afterwards. Based on 2 liters per module and two cleaning cycles per month, 

the estimated requirement of the cleaning of modules is approximately 2,100 cubic meters per 

month.   

The groundwater level is expected to be high. Furthermore, a river is located 7 km east of the 

site.  Hence, water availability is not an issue, but use of underground water or river water has 

to be confirmed with the local authorities. 

  

 

19 Based on a grid emission factor of 0.546 tCO2,eq per MWhel for Pakistan, taken from the Institute for 
Global Environmental Strategies (IGES), IGES List of Emission Factors for CDM projects. The value is the 

 
20 Although building and operating a solar park is not a labor-intensive undertaking and in other parts of 
the world requires mostly trained staff, in Pakistan, a number of labor jobs are typically created, both 
during construction (helpers, welders/metal workers, security) and operation (cleaning, security). 
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E.2.7. Land situation 

The team met with the DC (Deputy Commissioner) of the district Dadu, who informed the local 

authorities about the project. The relevant local land registry official (tapedar) was assigned to 

identify barren land near the grid or transmission lines. Due to road access and topography, 

approximately 300 acres (121 ha) of land were visited. The tapedar assured that 400 acres (162 

ha) of the barren land (privately owned) was available in the area. However, a detailed land sur-

vey is required. Further land, if required, is available in the area but not in abundance, as the 

barren patch is limited.  

It should be noted that 4 acres (1.62 ha) per MWp is a conservative estimate, and with higher 

efficiency modules, area requirements can be reduced or more solar modules can be installed 

in the same area, compared to what has been proposed in the optimal system. The cost of the 

land is estimated by the local tapedar to be between US$0.1 and US$0.3 million per acre but 

needs to be verified. It is advised that the land should be procured directly by the Government 

of Sindh.   

 

Figure E.2-4: team with the local authorities in Patt, Dadu 
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E.2.8. Expected losses  

The site is surrounded by agricultural area; therefore, the soiling losses are expected to be mod-

erate, while the temperature losses are relatively higher as visualized in Figure E.2-5. Wind ex-

posure in the area is "moderate to high," with seasonal dust storms. 

 

 

Figure E.2-5: Loss diagram across the whole year, based on assumptions 
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E.2.9. Indicative maps and pictures 

 

Figure E.2-6: Google Earth close snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.2-7: Road access (near the site) 
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Figure E.2-8: Proposed site and vegetation 

 

 

Figure E.2-9: Soil condition 
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Figure E.2-10: Proposed site, Point A in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.2-11: Proposed site, Point B in Google Earth snapshot 
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Figure E.2-12: Proposed site, Point C in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.2-13: Proposed site, Point D in Google Earth snapshot  
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E.2.10. Geotechnical conditions  

The site is located in an uncultivated barren patch to the west of the Indus River. The area is of 

agricultural usage, facilitated by the presence of canals and irrigation water availability in the 

area. The proposed site is located on an uncultivated land plot, which is due to salinity in the 

soil.  The topography of the land is mostly flat with some low-lying areas, and the soil is a mix-

ture of sand and clay. The site has no shading obstacle or settlements. The site has scarce 

vegetation, which consists of small shrubs. Due to proximity to the river and canals, the area 

may be waterlogged and may require some landfilling and pumping stations. Salt deposits are 

visible on the ground, and due to high salinity, the equipment has to comply with applicable 

corrosion resistance standards. However, with the use of water pumps, the water table can be 

reduced gradually. The site has no settlements. Detailed geotechnical and topography studies 

are advised before the execution phase. 

E.2.11. Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation 

Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation has been done for the site in Chapter 2 of the Main Report 

and in the detailed report of Annex 2. Analyses done were load flow, contingency, short circuit, 

and dynamic stability studies. No issues were identified. The grid is able to absorb the power 

for the proposed plant size. A detailed grid study is advised before the execution phase.  
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E.2.12. Technical and economic evaluation 

Table E.2-5 shows the technical and economic results for this site for different technical set-

ups. For more details, refer to the Main report of the locational study, where all different tech-

nical setups are explained.21 The development costs as per Table E.2-2 have been included in 

the financial analysis, and the capital expenditures (CAPEX) assumptions are updated from 

Chapter 3 of the m .  

The first case, 100 MWp, represents the conventional sizing of solar PV systems in Pakistan, 

with the grid utilization factor of 25 percent and an annual production of 187 GWh per year.  

The optimal case, 140 MWp, represents the unconventional sizing of solar PV systems in Paki-

stan, with the grid utilization factor of 35 percent and an annual production of 262 GWh per 

year.  

The addition of storage does not add any significant value, and the site is not suitable for wind 

energy, based on Global Wind Atlas data.  

All of these results are excellent at an international level. 

Table E.2-5: Technical and economic evaluation 

Results 

Conventional 

Sizing 

Optimized 

Sizing 

Including 

Storage 

PV MWp  100 140 150 

Battery MWh  0 0 50 

Grid Utilization Factor   25% 35% 38% 

Volatility Daytime  18% 18% 17% 

Financial Attractiveness 6.86 7.35 5.55 

   

 

21 -5 is a normalized indicator for the expected LCOE or PPA rates 
(higher attractiveness = lower rates). The NPV gives the value of this plant for the country or the national 
authority CPPA that purchases the power from the power plant owners, based on the assumption that 
the solar plant on this site is developed by an IPP, which sells electricity to a CPPA at a commercial rate, 
as per international benchmark today. This case is compared against CPPA purchasing power from fossil 
power plants, as is the general case in Pakistan today (which is more expensive). Higher NPV means a 
higher benefit. 
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E.3. SITE 3, DEH 22 JAMRAO (SANGHAR)  

E.3.1. General description and attributes 

Site description 

The site is located in a barren patch 10 km north of Deh 22 Jamrao village, 30 km northwest of 

Sanghar city. The area is mostly sandy and barren. The soil is sandy clay, and efforts are being 

made by the locals to transform the area into cultivated land with the help of water channels 

coming from the nearby canal.  

 

Figure E.3-1: MapRE analysis and Google Earth snapshot with the proposed site marked as 
a yellow sun. For more details of colors and excluded areas (white), see Main Report, 

Chapter 3 
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Table E.3-1: Basic site attributes 

Latitude 
26°15'17.98"N  

 

Longitude 
 68°47'59.09"E 

 

Geographical Lo-
cation 

The site is located 30 km northwest of Sanghar city.  

 

Road Access 

The site is accessible from Karachi to Sanghar via national 
highway N5, Tando Adam-Sanghar road, and Sanghar-Na-
wabshah road. From Sanghar-Nawabshah road, 15 km single 
metalled road toward north leads to the site.  Internal roads 
for construction of the plant need to be developed. 

 

Proposed Size 

 

Optimized: 140 MWp 

(Conventional: 100 MWp) 

 

Technology Crystalline silicon (PV) with horizontal tracking north-south 

Distance to Elec-
tric Grid  

15 km (approximately) 

 

Site Ownership 

 

The site is owned by private owners according to the dis-
trict's deputy commissioner office. Government land is not 
available in the vicinity.   

Land Size 

Approximately 400 acres (162 ha). More land is available but 
needs a proper land survey.  

 

Settlements on 
Site 

None 
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E.3.2. Estimated cost of development for grid and road upgrades 

Road access 

15 km of single metalled road from the Sanghar-Nawabshah highway to the site needs repair. 

Development of internal roads will be the responsibility of the EPC contractor and will depend 

on the layout of the solar plant. 

Leveling  

The initial leveling effort at the site is expected to be moderate. It is advised to remove the top 

section of sand dunes and fill the low-lying areas. However, full-area leveling is not required; 

multiple levels of flat land are not an issue as long as they are in accordance with the water 

drainage plan. To avoid wind erosion, only minimum required topsoil should be removed. 

Grid connection 

The grid connection will be through a loop in- existing 132 kV transmis-

sion line between Sanghar and Shahpur Chakar. The looping distance is approximately 15 km 

and the conductor used will be Lynx. 

Site development cost 

The site development costs primarily consist of land cost, road access, grid connection, water 

availability, and initial leveling cost of the plant site. The land acquisition cost is expected to be 

around US$0.73 million (to be confirmed). The road repair cost is expected to be US$0.05 mil-

lion. The grid connection cost is expected to be US$1.95 million. Water is accessible at the site 

through tankers from the nearby canal or from groundwater resources, hence no cost is ex-

pected in the site development costs for water availability. The expected cost for land leveling 

is US$1.27 million. All costs are based on a site visit and a rough estimate based on experience 

with similar projects. However, the exact costs depend on more detailed studies. 

Table E.3-2: Estimated site development costs 

Land Cost, Estimated US$0.73 M 

Road Cost, Estimated (repair) US$0.05 M 

Grid Connection Cost, Estimated US$1.95 M 

Water Connection Cost, Estimated 
Through tank vehicles or 
well 

Leveling Cost, Estimated US$1.27 M 

Total, Estimated US$4.00 M 
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E.3.3. Technical parameters  

Table E.3-3: Grid utilization factor and annual output as per PVGIS tool22 

Plant Size  140 MWp 

Orientation Tracking north-south 

Grid Capacity/Limit  85 MW (AC) 

Grid Utilization Factor 34.8% 

Annual Output (MWh/a) 259,293 

 The optimal plant size has been suggested as per the available grid capacity and economic 

analysis performed in Chapters 2 and 3 of the Main Report. The grid utilization factor and an-

nual output for the proposed PV plant have been calculated for a single-axis north-south track-

ing PV plant, which was identified as the most economic option in the Main Report. For this 

study, the available grid capacity of 85 MW has been considered, which results in a 3.1 percent 

yield loss for the 140 MWp case. As line capacities are not static, even less loss can be achieved 

with a dynamic line rating in the future.  

Diurnal and seasonal profile 

Figure E.3-2 shows the daily generation pattern and the utilization of the available grid capacity 

(red line in chart) for this opportunity site with optimal sizing. Exemplary days are shown for 

the four different seasons to show the seasonal variation. It can be seen that the line capacity 

of 85 MW is hardly surpassed. 

  

 

22 To avoid confusion, it should be noted here that the results of yield and financial attractiveness in 
Chapter 3 of the Main Report are based on 5-year irradiance data from PVGIS, normalized to Global Solar 
Atlas numbers, which were the basis for the whole Main Report. Here, for a high location-specific accu-
racy, PVSyst analysis is used, which is based on 16-year irradiance for higher reliability. This different 
approach results in a small deviation in the annual yield compared to Chapter 3 numbers for these sites, 
but the differences are within an acceptable 5 percent margin, which is not uncommon for simulations 
based on different solar data sources. 
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Figure E.3-2: Diurnal and seasonal profile: yellow is the solar output for four different sea-
sons (typical days), while the red line is the maximum capacity which the grid can absorb 

at that location 

Figure E.3-3 shows the annual variation as per PVSyst simulation. The solar irradiance is higher 

in the summer months, except for July and August, which might be because of higher cloud 

cover in these months. Similarly, the Performance Ratio (PR) is slightly lower in May and June 

because of higher ambient temperatures in these months.  

 

Figure E.3-3: Normalized production and PR monthly profile (PVSyst) 
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Table E.3-4: Monthly irradiance, temperature, energy and performance ratio numbers 
(PVSyst) 
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E.3.4. Security situation 

The site is located close to Sanghar city, and the security situation in the area is satisfactory.  

E.3.5. Environmental considerations 

The site is located in a barren and desert area with scarce vegetation. The project is estimated 

to result in approximately 142,000 tons of reduction in the carbon emissions annually.23 Hence 

the site has no negative environmental impact. However, a detailed environmental study is rec-

ommended. The area is underdeveloped and such a project will generate local jobs both during 

construction and the O&M phase for the local community, producing a positive social impact in 

the area.24 

E.3.6. Water situation 

At site, the water will mostly be required during the construction phase and for the cleaning of 

the PV modules afterwards. Based on 2 liters per module and two cleaning cycles per month, 

the estimated requirement for the cleaning of modules is approximately 2,100 cubic meters 

per month.   

The groundwater level is expected to be moderate to low. However, a canal is located 10 km 

north of the site.  Hence, water availability is not an issue, but use of underground water or 

canal water has to be confirmed with the local authorities. 

 

  

 

23 Based on a grid emission factor of 0.546 tCO2,eq per MWhel for Pakistan, taken from the Institute for 
Global Environmental Strategies (IGES), IGES List of Emission Factors for CDM projects. The value is the 

 
24 Although building and operating a solar park is not a labor-intensive undertaking and in other parts of 
the world requires mostly trained staff, in Pakistan, a number of labor jobs are typically created, both 
during construction (helpers, welders/metal workers, security) and operation (cleaning, security). 
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E.3.7. Land situation 

The team met with the DC (Deputy Commissioner) of the Sanghar district who informed the 

local authorities about the project. The relevant local land registry official (tapedar) was as-

signed to identify barren land near the grid or transmission lines. Due to road access and to-

pography, approximately 250 acres (101 ha) of land were visited. The tapedar assured that 400 

acres (162 ha) of barren land (privately owned) is available in the area. However, a detailed land 

survey is required. Further land, if required, is available in the area but not in abundance, as the 

barren patch is limited.  

It should be noted that 4 acres (1.62 ha) per MWp is a conservative estimate, and with higher 

efficiency modules, the area requirement can be reduced and more solar modules can be in-

stalled in the same area as proposed in the optimal case. The cost of the land is estimated by 

the local tapedar to be between PKR 0.1 to 0.3 million  (US$620 to US$1,860 approximately) 

per acre but needs to be verified. It is advised that the land should be procured directly by the 

Government of Sindh.   

 

 

Figure E.3-4: team with the local authorities in Deh 22 Jamrao, Sanghar   
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E.3.8. Expected losses 

The site is surrounded by a semiarid area; therefore, the soiling losses are expected to be mod-

erate, and temperature losses are relatively higher as visualized in Figure E.3-5. Wind exposure 

in the area is "moderate to high," with seasonal dust storms. 

 

 

Figure E.3-5: Loss diagram across the whole year, based on assumptions 
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E.3.9. Indicative maps and pictures 

 

Figure E.3-6: Google Earth close snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.3-7: Road access (close to site) 
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Figure E.3-8: Proposed site and vegetation 

 

 

Figure E.3-9: Soil condition 
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Figure E.3-10: Proposed site, Point A in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.3-11: Proposed site, Point B in Google Earth snapshot 
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Figure E.3-12: Proposed site, Point C in Google Earth snapshot 

 

Figure E.3-13: Proposed site, Point D in Google Earth snapshot 

E.3.10. Geotechnical conditions 

The site is located in an uncultivated barren patch. Although the site is at the border of the 

desert, the area is of semi-agricultural usage, facilitated by the presence of canals and irrigation 

water availability in the area. The topography of the land is mostly flat with some small sand 

dunes. The soil is a mixture of sand and clay. The site has no shading obstacle. The site has very 
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little vegetation, which consists of small desert shrubs. Very small patches of the area show 

signs of salt deposited on the surface.  The site has no settlements. Detailed geotechnical and 

topography studies are advised before the execution phase. 

E.3.11. Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation 

Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation has been done for the site in Chapter 2 of the Main Report 

and in the detailed report in Annex 2. Analyses done were load flow, contingency, short circuit, 

and dynamic stability studies. No issues were identified. The grid is able to absorb the power 

for the proposed plant size. A detailed grid study is advised before the execution phase.  
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E.3.12. Technical and economic evaluation 

Table E.3-5 shows the technical and economic results for this site for different technical set-

ups. For more details, refer to the Main Report of the locational study where all different tech-

nical setups are explained.25The development costs as per Table E.3-2 have been included in 

the financial analysis, and the capital expenditures (CAPEX) assumptions are updated from 

Chapter 3 of Main Report .  

The first case, 100 MWp, represents the conventional sizing of solar PV systems in Pakistan, 

with the grid utilization factor of 26 percent and an annual production of 195 GWh per year.  

The optimal case, 140 MWp, represents the unconventional sizing of solar PV systems in Paki-

stan, with the grid utilization factor of 36 percent and an annual production of 271 GWh per 

year.  

The addition of storage does not add any significant value, and the site is not suitable for wind 

energy, based on Global Wind Atlas data.  

All of these results are excellent at an international level. 

 

Table E.3-5: Technical and economic evaluation 

Results 

Conventional 

Sizing 

Optimized 

Sizing 

Including 

Storage 

PV MWp  100 140 150 

Battery MWh  0 0 50 

Grid Utilization Factor  26% 36% 39% 

Volatility Daytime  18% 17% 15% 

Financial Attractiveness 7.12 7.58 5.86 

 

  

 

25 -5 is a normalized indicator for the expected LCOE or PPA rates 
(higher attractiveness = lower rates). The NPV gives the value of this plant for the country or the national 
authority CPPA that purchases the power from the power plant owners, based on the assumption that 
the solar plant on this site is developed by an IPP, which sells electricity to a CPPA at a commercial rate, 
as per the international benchmark today. This case is compared against CPPA purchasing power from 
fossil power plants, as is the general case in Pakistan today (which is more expensive). Higher NPV means 
a higher benefit. 
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E.4. SITE 4, WAHI PANDHI (DADU) 

E.4.1. General description and attributes 

Site description 

The site is located in a barren patch located to the west of Dadu city. The area is approximately 

40 kilometers away from the main Dadu city and south of the Wahi Pani village. The area is 

mostly flat land not used for cultivating. A few desert trees are present in the area. Far away 

hills are present on the west side.  

 

Figure E.4-1: MapRE analysis and Google Earth snapshot with the proposed site marked as 
a yellow sun. For more details of colors and excluded areas (white), see Main Report, 

Chapter 3 
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Table E.4-1: Basic site attributes 

Latitude 
26°40'22.64" 

 

Longitude 
67°27'54.16" 

 

Geographical Lo-
cation 

The site is located 10 km south of the Wahi Pandhi village in 
Dadu district.   

 

Road Access 

The site is accessible from Karachi to Bhan via national high-
way N55, Johi link road, and Dadu Wahi Pandhi road. The site 
is connected through single metalled road from Wahi Pandhi 
to the south, around 10 km, and passes through the area. In-
ternal roads for construction of plant needs to be developed.  

 

Proposed Size 

 

Optimized: 390 MWp 

(Conventional: 300 MWp) 

 

Technology Crystalline silicon (PV) with horizontal tracking north-south 

Distance to Elec-
tric Grid 

40 km (approximately)  

Site Ownership 

 

The site is supposed to be owned by the government accord-
ing to the deputy district commissioner's office. 

 

Land Size 

Approximately 800 acres (324 ha). More land is available but 
needs a proper land survey. Initial site visit was done for 200 
MWp but was updated to 300 MWp after initial grid study. 
Hence, 1,200 acres (485.6 ha) of land will be required, which 
needs further verification.  

 

Settlements on 
Site 

None 
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E.4.2. Estimated cost of development for grid and road upgrades 

Road access 

10 km road patch from Wahi Pandhi to the site needs repair.  Development of internal roads 

will be the responsibility of the EPC contractor and depends on the layout of the proposed solar 

PV plant. 

Leveling  

The initial leveling effort at the site is expected to be low. However, full-area leveling is not 

required; multiple levels of flat land are not an issue as long as they are in accordance with the 

water drainage plan. To avoid wind erosion, only minimum required topsoil should be removed. 

Grid connection  

The grid connection will be through a direct double circuit of 220 kV of approximately 40 km 

length, and will be connected with the Dadu 500/220 kV grid station of the NTDC. The conduc-

tor used will be Twin Bundled Rail. 

Site development cost 

The site development costs primarily consist of the land cost, road access, grid connection, 

water availability, and the initial leveling cost of the plant site. As the land is owned by the 

government, the land cost will be as per the land lease and will not influence the overall site 

development costs as such. The road construction cost is expected to be US$0.03 million. The 

grid connection cost is expected to be US$15.60 million. Water is accessible to the site through 

tankers from the nearby canal or from groundwater resources; hence no cost is expected in the 

site development cost for water availability. The expected cost for land leveling is US$2.42 

million. All costs are based on a site visit and a rough estimate based on experience with similar 

projects. However, the exact costs can be calculated through more detailed studies. 

Table E.4-2: Estimated site development costs 

Land Cost, Estimated As per government 

Road Cost, Estimated US$0.03 M 

Grid Connection Cost, Estimated US$15.60 M 

Water Connection Cost, Estimated 
Through tank vehicles or 
well 

Leveling Cost, Estimated           US$2.42 M 

Total, Estimated US$18.05 M 
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E.4.3. Technical parameters  

Table E.4-3: Grid utilization factor and annual output as per PVGIS tool26 

Plant Size  390 MWp 

Orientation Tracking north-south 

Grid Capacity/Limit  255 MW (AC) 

Grid Utilization Factor 35.2% 

Annual Output (MWh/a) 693,518 

The optimal plant size has been suggested as per the grid capacity and economic analysis per-

formed in Chapters 2 and 3 of the Main Report. The grid utilization factor and annual output 

for the proposed solar PV system have been calculated for a single-axis north-south tracking 

PV plant, which was identified as the most economic option in the Main Report. For this study, 

the available grid capacity of 255 MW has been considered, which results in a 4.5 percent yield 

loss for the 390 MWp case. As line capacities are not static, even less loss can be achieved with 

a dynamic line rating in the future. 

Diurnal and seasonal profile 

Figure E.4-2 shows the daily generation pattern and the utilization of the available grid capacity 

(red line in chart) for this opportunity site with optimal sizing. Exemplary days are shown for 

the four different seasons to show the seasonal variation. It can be seen that the line capacity 

of 225 MW is hardly surpassed.  

 

26 To avoid confusion, it should be noted here that the results of yield and financial attractiveness in 
Chapter 3 of the Main Report are based on 5-year irradiance data from PVGIS, normalized to Global Solar 
Atlas numbers, which were the basis for the whole Main Report. Here, for a high location-specific accu-
racy, PVSyst analysis is used, which is based on 16-year irradiance for higher reliability. This different 
approach results in a small deviation in the annual yield compared to Chapter 3 numbers for these sites, 
but the differences are within an acceptable 5 percent margin, which is not uncommon for simulations 
based on different solar data sources. 
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Figure E.4-2: Diurnal and seasonal profile: yellow is the solar output for four different sea-
sons (typical days), while the red line is the maximum capacity which the grid can absorb 

at that location 

 

Figure E.4-3 shows the annual variation as per the PVSyst simulation. The solar irradiance is 

higher in the summer months, except for July and August, which might be because of higher 

cloud cover in these months. Similarly, the Performance Ratio (PR) is slightly lower in April, 

May, and June because of higher ambient temperatures in these months. 

 

Figure E.4-3: Normalized production and PR monthly profile (PVSyst) 
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Table E.4-4: Monthly irradiance, temperature, energy and performance ratio numbers 
(PVSyst) 
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E.4.4. Security situation 

The site is located close to Wahi Pandhi, and the security situation in the area is satisfactory.  

E.4.5. Environmental considerations 

The site is located in a barren area with scarce vegetation and a few desert trees. It is recom-

mended to shift the existing trees or plant equivalent amount of trees nearby. The project is 

estimated to result in approximately 379,000 tons of reduction in carbon emissions annually.27 

Hence, the site has no negative environmental impact. However, a detailed environmental 

study is recommended. The area is underdeveloped, and such a project will generate local jobs 

both during construction and the O&M phase for the local community, producing a positive 

social impact in the area.28  

E.4.6. Water situation 

At site, the water will mostly be required during the construction phase and for the cleaning of 

the PV modules afterwards. Based on 2 liters per module and two cleaning cycles per month, 

the estimated requirement for cleaning of modules is approximately 5,850 cubic meters per 

month.    

The underground groundwater level is expected to be low. However, a canal is located 10 km 

east of the site.  Hence, water availability is not an issue, but use of underground water or river 

water has to be confirmed with the local authorities. 

  

 

27 Based on a grid emission factor of 0.546 tCO2,eq per MWhel for Pakistan, taken from the Institute for 
Global Environmental Strategies (IGES), IGES List of Emission Factors for CDM projects. The value is the 

 
28 Although building and operating a solar park is not a labor-intensive undertaking and in other parts of 
the world requires mostly trained staff, in Pakistan, a number of labor jobs are typically created, both 
during construction (helpers, welders/metal workers, security) and operation (cleaning, security). 
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E.4.7. Land situation 

The team met with DC (Deputy Commissioner) of Dadu, who informed the local authorities 

about the project. The relevant local land registry official (tapedar) was assigned to identify 

barren land near the grid or transmission lines. Due to road access and topography, approxi-

mately 300 acres of land were visited. The tapedar assured that 800 acres (324 ha) of govern-

ment owned barren land is available in the area.  

An initial site visit was done for 200 MWp but was updated to 300 MWp after the initial grid 

study, resulting in a land requirement of approximately 1,200 acres (485.6 ha). As further bar-

ren land is available in the area, this should not be an issue. However, a detailed land survey is 

required. 

It should be noted that 4 acres (1.62 ha) per MWp is a conservative estimate, and with higher 

efficiency modules, area requirement can be reduced or more solar modules can be installed in 

the same area as proposed in the optimized case. The cost of land will be as per the government 

lease but needs to be verified.  

Figure E.4-4 team with the local authorities in Wahi Pandhi, Dadu 
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E.4.8. Expected losses 

The site is surrounded by a semiarid area; therefore, the soiling losses are expected to be mod-

erate, and temperature losses are relatively higher as visualized in Figure E.4-5. Due to the pres-

ence of hills on the west side, "far shading loss" is present at the site. Wind exposure in the area 

is between "moderate to high," with seasonal dust storms. 

 

 

Figure E.4-5: Loss diagram across the whole year, based on assumptions  
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E.4.9. Indicative maps and pictures 

 

Figure E.4-6: Google Earth close snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.4-7: Road access (close to site) 
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Figure E.4-8: Proposed site and vegetation 

 

 

Figure E.4-9: Soil condition 
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Figure E.4-10: Proposed site, Point A in Google Earth snapshot 

 
 

 

Figure E.4-11: Proposed site, Point B in Google Earth snapshot 
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Figure E.4-12: Proposed site, Point C in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.4-13: Proposed site, Point D in Google Earth snapshot 
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E.4.10. Geotechnical conditions 

The site is located in a desert area, to the west of Dadu, toward the mountain range at the 

Sindh-Balochistan border area. The site starts north of Wahi Pandhi, where the semi-agricul-

ture area ends and uncultivated desert starts. The topography of the land is mostly flat. The 

soil is a mixture of clay and sand. Far shading from the hills west of the area might be a possi-

bility and needs to be investigated during the detailed design stage. The site has some vegeta-

tion, which consists of desert shrubs and trees. The vegetation and trees have to be removed 

to avoid shading. Seasonal rain channels are present in the area. The site has no settlements. 

Detailed geotechnical and topography studies are advised before the execution phase. 

E.4.11. Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation 

Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation has been done for the site in Chapter 2 of the Main Report 

and the detailed report Annex 2. Analyses done were load flow, contingency, short circuit, and 

dynamic stability studies. No issues were identified. The grid is able to absorb the power for the 

proposed plant size. A detailed grid study is advised before the execution phase.  
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E.4.12. Technical and economic evaluation 

Table E.4-5 shows the technical and economic results for this site for different technical set-

ups. For more details, refer to the Main Report of the locational study, where all different tech-

nical setups are explained.29 The development costs as per Table E.4-2 have been included in 

the financial analysis, and the capital expenditures (CAPEX) assumptions are updated from 

Chapter 3 of the Main Report .  

The first case, 300 MWp, represents the conventional sizing of solar PV systems in Pakistan, 

with the grid utilization factor of 25 percent and an annual production of 563 GWh per year.  

The optimal case, 390 MWp, represents the unconventional sizing of solar PV systems in Pa-

kistan, with the grid utilization factor of 33 percent and an annual production of 731 GWh per 

year.  

The addition of storage does not add any significant value, and the site is not suitable for wind 

energy, based on Global Wind Atlas data.  

All of these results are excellent at an international level. 

 Table E.4-5: Technical and economic evaluation 

Results 

Conven-

tional Sizing 

Optimized 

Sizing 

Including 

Storage 

PV MWp  300 390 450 

Battery MWh  0 0 150 

Grid Utilization Factor  25% 33% 38% 

Volatility Daytime  18% 18% 16% 

Financial Attractiveness 7.84 7.90 6.12 

 

  

 

29 -5 is a normalized indicator for the expected LCOE or PPA rates 
(higher attractiveness = lower rates). The NPV gives the value of this plant for the country or the national 
authority CPPA that purchases the power from the power plant owners, based on the assumption that 
the solar plant on this site is developed by an IPP, which sells electricity to a CPPA at a commercial rate, 
as per the international benchmark today. This case is compared against CPPA purchasing power from 
fossil power plants, as is the general case in Pakistan today (which is more expensive). Higher NPV means 
a higher benefit. 
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E.5. SITE 5, NAWABSHAH 

E.5.1. General description and attributes 

Site description 

The site is located in a desert, east of Shehzado Daheri village in the district Nawabshah, and 

40 km north of Nawabshah city. The area is mostly barren, consisting of sand dunes with desert 

shrubs and bushes.   

 

Figure E.5-1: MapRE analysis and Google Earth snapshot with the proposed site marked as 
a yellow sun. For more details of colors and excluded areas (white), see Main Report, 

Chapter 3 
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Table E.5-1: Basic site attributes 

Latitude 

 

26°36'6.01" 

 

Longitude 

 

68°24'58.61" 

 

Geographical Lo-
cation 

The site is located 40 km north of Nawabshah city and 10 km 
east of Bandhi village in the desert.  

 

Road Access 

The site is accessible from Karachi to Nawabshah via the na-
tional highway N305 and Nawabshah to Hafiz Muhammad 
Nawaz Khoso road. The site is connected through single met-
alled road from Hafiz Muhammad Nawaz Khoso, 10 km to the 
north. Internal roads for construction of the plant need to be 
developed.  

 

Proposed Size 

 

Optimized: 520 MWp 

(Conventional: 400 MWp) 

 

 

Technology 

 

Crystalline silicon (PV) with horizontal tracking north-south 

Distance to Elec-
tric Grid 

25 km (approximately) 

Site Ownership 

 

The site is supposed to be owned by the government accord-
ing to the deputy district commissioner's office. 

 

Land Size 

Approximately 1,600 acres (647.5 ha). More land is available 
but needs a proper land survey.  

 

Settlements on 
Site 

None 
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E.5.2. Estimated cost of development for grid and road upgrades 

Road access 

A 10 15 km road patch from Hafiz Muhammad Nawaz Khoso to the site needs repair.  Devel-

opment of internal roads will be the responsibility of the EPC contractor and depends on the 

layout of the proposed solar PV plant. 

Leveling  

The initial leveling effort at the site is expected to be high. Full-area leveling is not required; 

multiple levels of flat land are not a problem as long as they are in accordance with the water 

drainage plan. To avoid wind erosion, only minimum required topsoil should be removed. 

Grid connection  

NTDC has planned to upgrade the 132 kV grid station of Nawabshah to 220 kV, which will be 

fed from a 500/220 kV grid station at Moro. The solar park can be interconnected via a loop 

in-out  arrangement on this planned 220 kV transmission line. Looping distance is approxi-

mately 25 km and the conductor used will be Twin Bundled Rail. 

Site development cost 

The site development costs primarily consist of the land cost, road access, grid connection, 

water availability, and initial leveling cost of the plant site. As the land is owned by the govern-

ment, land cost will be as per the general land lease agreement and will not influence the site 

development cost as such. The road construction cost is expected to be US$0.17 million. The 

grid connection cost is expected to be US$9.75 million. Water is accessible at the site through 

tankers from the nearby canal or from groundwater resources; hence, no cost is expected in 

the site development cost for the availability of water. The expected cost for land leveling is 

US$10.18 million. All costs are based on a site visit and a rough estimate based on experience 

with similar projects. However, exact costs can be calculated through more detailed studies. 

Table E.5-2: Estimated site development costs 

Land Cost, Estimated As per government 

Road Cost, Estimated US$0.17 M 

Grid Connection Cost, Estimated US$9.75 M 

Water Connection Cost, Estimated 
Through tank vehicles or 
well 

Levelling Cost, Estimated US$10.18 M 

Total, Estimated US$20.10 M 
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E.5.3. Technical parameters 

Table E.5-3: Grid utilization factor and annual output as per PVGIS tool30 

Plant Size  520 MWp 

Orientation Tracking north-south 

Grid Capacity/Limit  340 MW (AC) 

Grid Utilization Factor 32.8% 

Annual Output (MWh/a) 976,234 

The optimal plant size has been suggested as per the grid capacity and the economic analysis 

performed in Chapters 2 and 3 of the Main Report. The grid utilization factor and annual output 

for the proposed solar PV system have been calculated for a single-axis north-south tracking 

PV plant, which was identified as the most economic option in the Main Report. For this study, 

the available grid capacity of 340 MW has been considered, which results in a 0.7 percent yield 

loss for the 520 MWp case. As line capacities are not static, even less loss can be achieved with 

a dynamic line rating in the future. 

Diurnal and seasonal profile 

Figure E.5-2 shows the daily generation pattern and the utilization of the available grid capacity 

(red line in chart) for this opportunity site with optimal sizing. Exemplary days are shown for 

the four different seasons to show the seasonal variation. It can be seen that the line capacity 

of 340 MW is hardly surpassed. 

 

30To avoid confusion, it should be noted here that the results of yield and financial attractiveness in 
Chapter 3 of the Main Report are based on 5-year irradiance data from PVGIS, normalized to Global Solar 
Atlas numbers, which were the basis for the whole Main Report. Here, for a high location-specific accu-
racy, PVSyst analysis is used, which is based on 16-year irradiance for higher reliability. This different 
approach results in a small deviation in the annual yield compared to Chapter 3 numbers for these sites, 
but the differences are within an acceptable 5 percent margin, which is not uncommon for simulations 
based on different solar data sources. 
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Figure E.5-2: Diurnal and seasonal profile: yellow is the solar output for four different sea-
sons (typical days), while the red line is the maximum capacity which the grid can absorb 

at that location 

 

Figure E.5-3 shows the annual variation as per the PVSyst simulation. The solar irradiance is 

higher in the summer months, except for July and August, which might be because of higher 

cloud cover in these months. Similarly, the Performance Ratio (PR) is slightly lower in May and 

June because of higher ambient temperatures in these months. 

 

Figure E.5-3: Normalized production and PR monthly profile (PVSyst) 
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Table E.5-4: Monthly irradiance, temperature, energy and performance ratio numbers 
(PVSyst) 
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E.5.4. Security situation 

The site is located close to Bandhi village, and the security situation in the area is satisfactory.  

E.5.5. Environmental considerations 

The site is located in a barren desert with scarce vegetation. The project is estimated to result 

in approximately 533,000 tons of reduction in carbon emissions annually.31 Hence, the site has 

no negative environmental impact. However, a detailed environmental study is recommended. 

The area is underdeveloped and such a project will generate local jobs both during construction 

and the O&M phase for the local community, producing a positive social impact in the area.32  

E.5.6. Water situation 

At site, the water will mostly be required during the construction phase and for the cleaning of 

the PV modules afterwards. Based on 2 liters per module and two cleaning cycles per month, 

the estimated requirement for cleaning of modules is approximately 7,800 cubic meters per 

month.    

The underground groundwater level is expected to be low. However, a canal is located 10 km 

west of the site.  Hence, water availability is not an issue, but use of underground water or river 

water has to be confirmed with the local authorities. 

  

 

31 Based on a grid emission factor of 0.546 tCO2,eq per MWhel for Pakistan, taken from the Institute for 
Global Environmental Strategies (IGES), IGES List of Emission Factors for CDM projects. The value is the 

 
32 Although building and operating a solar park is not a labor-intensive undertaking and in other parts of 
the world requires mostly trained staff, in Pakistan, a number of labor jobs are typically created, both 
during construction (helpers, welders/metal workers, security) and operation (cleaning, security). 
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E.5.7. Land situation 

The team met with the DC (Deputy Commissioner) of Nawabshah, who informed the local au-

thorities about the project. The relevant local land registry official (tapedar) was assigned to 

identify barren land near the grid or transmission lines. Due to road access and topography, 

approximately 500 acres (202.3 ha) of land were visited. The tapedar assured that 1,600 acres 

(645 ha) of barren land owned by the government are available in the area. However, a detailed 

land survey is required. Further barren land, if required, is available in the area.  

It should be noted that 4 acres (1.62 ha) per MWp is a conservative estimate, and with higher 

efficiency modules, area requirement can be reduced or more solar modules can be installed in 

the same area as proposed in the optimized case. The cost of land will be as per the government 

lease but needs to be verified.  

 

Figure E.5-4: team with the local authorities in Nawabshah 
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E.5.8. Expected losses 

As the site is surrounded by an arid desert area, the soiling losses are expected to be "moderate 

to high", whereas the temperature losses are relatively high as visualized in Figure E.5-5. "Far 

shading loss" is not present at the site. Wind exposure in the area is between "moderate" to 

high  with seasonal dust storms. 

 

Figure E.5-5: Loss diagram across the whole year, based on assumptions  
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E.5.9. Indicative maps and pictures 

 

Figure E.5-6: Google Earth close snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.5-7: Road access (close to site) 
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Figure E.5-8: Proposed site and vegetation 

 

 

Figure E.5-9: Soil condition 
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Figure E.5-10: Proposed site, Point A in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.5-11: Proposed site, Point B in Google Earth snapshot 
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Figure E.5-12: Proposed site, Point C in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.5-13: Proposed site, Point D in Google Earth snapshot 
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E.5.10. Geotechnical conditions 

The site is located in a desert area, to the northeast of Nawabshah.  The site starts west of 

Bandhi village where the semi-agriculture area ends, and uncultivated desert starts. The to-

pography of the land is sand dunes, some of which are 10 meters high. The soil consists of 

mostly fine particles of sand. The site has no shading obstacle and no settlements. The site has 

scarce vegetation, which consists of desert shrubs. Detailed geotechnical and topography stud-

ies are advised before the execution phase.  

E.5.11. Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation 

Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation has been done for the site in the Chapter 2 of the Main 

Report and the detailed report in Annex 2. Analyses done were load flow, contingency, short 

circuit, and dynamic stability studies. No issues were identified. The grid is able to absorb the 

power for the proposed plant size. A detailed grid study is advised before the execution phase.  
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E.5.12. Technical and economic evaluation 

Table E.5-5 shows the technical and economic results for this site for different technical set-

ups. For more details, refer to the Main Report of the locational study, where all different tech-

nical setups are explained.33 The development costs as per Table E.5-2 have been included in 

the financial analysis, and the capital expenditures (CAPEX) assumptions are updated from 

Chapter 3 of the m Attractiveness.  

The first case, 400 MWp, represents the conventional sizing of solar PV systems in Pakistan, 

with the grid utilization factor of 26 percent and an annual production of 773 GWh per year.  

The optimal case, 520 MWp, represents the unconventional sizing of solar PV systems in Paki-

stan, with the grid utilization factor of 34 percent and an annual production of 1,005 GWh per 

year.  

The addition of storage does not add any significant value, and the site is not suitable for wind 

energy, based on Global Wind Atlas data.  

All of these results are excellent at an international level. 

  

Table E.5-5: Technical and economic evaluation 

Results 

Conventional 

Sizing 

Optimized 

Sizing 

Including 

Storage 

PV MWp  400 520 600 

Battery MWh  0 0 200 

Grid Utilization Factor   26% 34% 39% 

Volatility Daytime   18% 18% 16% 

Financial Attractiveness 8.10 8.15 6.40 

 

  

 

33 -5 is a normalized indicator for the expected LCOE or PPA rates 
(higher attractiveness = lower rates). The NPV gives the value of this plant for the country or the national 
authority CPPA that purchases the power from the power plant owners, based on the assumption that 
the solar plant on this site is developed by an IPP who sells electricity to a CPPA at a commercial rate, as 
per international benchmark today. This case is compared against CPPA purchasing power from fossil 
power plants, as is the general case in Pakistan today (which is more expensive). Higher NPV means a 
higher benefit. 
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E.6. SITE 6, JACOBABAD 

E.6.1. General description and attributes 

Site description 

The site is located in a barren semiarid patch east of Jacobabad city. The area is approximately 

15 km away from the main city. The area is mostly barren and flat with some small sand dunes. 

The soil consists of sand particles.  

 

Figure E.6-1: MapRE analysis and Google Earth snapshot with the proposed site marked as 
a yellow sun. For more details of colors and excluded areas (white), see Main Report, 

Chapter 3 
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Table E.6-1: Basic site attributes 

Latitude 

 

28°16'56.8" 

 

Longitude 

 

68°35'42.0" 

 

Geographical Lo-
cation 

 

The site is located 15 km east of Jacobabad city.  

 

Road Access 

 

The site is accessible from Karachi to Jacobabad via national 
highways N5 and N65. From Jacobabad, a single metalled 
road, Jacobabad-Garhi Hassan Sarki Road, leads to the site. 
Internal roads for construction of the plant need to be devel-
oped. 

 

Proposed Size 

 

Optimized: 130 MWp 

(Conventional: 100 MWp) 

 

 

Technology 

 

Crystalline Silicon (PV) with horizontal tracking north-south 

Distance to Elec-
tric Grid 

3 km (approximately) 

Site Ownership 

 

 

The site is supposed to be owned by private owners according 
to the district's deputy commissioner office. Government 
land is not available in the vicinity. 

 

Land Size 
Approximately 400 acres (162 ha). More land is available but 
needs a proper land survey.  

Settlements on 
Site 

None 
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E.6.2. Estimated cost of development for grid and road upgrades 

Road access 

As the road leading to the site is in satisfactory condition, no additional road development cost 

is anticipated. Development of internal roads will be the responsibility of the EPC contractor 

and depends on the layout of the proposed solar PV plant.  

Leveling  

The initial leveling effort at the site is expected to be low to moderate. It is advised to remove 

the top section of sand dunes and fill the low-lying areas. However, full-area leveling is not 

required; multiple levels of flat land are not a problem as long as they are in accordance with 

the water drainage plan. To avoid wind erosion, only minimum required topsoil should be re-

moved.  

Grid connection 

loop in-out  at the 132 kV transmission line between Jaco-

babad-II and Thull. Looping distance is approximately 2 3 km and the conductor used will be 

Lynx. 

Site development cost 

The site development costs primarily consist of the land cost, road access, grid connection, 

water availability, and initial leveling cost of the plant site. The land acquisition cost is expected 

to be US$0.73 million. No additional road construction or repair cost is anticipated. The grid 

connection cost is expected to be US$0.39 million. Water is accessible at the site through tank-

ers from the nearby canal or from groundwater resources; hence, no cost is expected in the site 

development cost for the availability of water. The expected cost for land leveling is US$1.27 

million. All costs are based on a site visit and a rough estimate based on experience with similar 

projects. However, exact costs can be calculated through more detailed studies. 

Table E.6-2: Estimated site development costs 

Land Cost, Estimated US$0.73 M 

Road Cost, Estimated  

Grid Connection Cost, Estimated US$0.39 M 

Water Connection Cost, Estimated 
Through tank vehicles or 
well 

Levelling Cost, Estimated US$1.27 M 

Total, Estimated US$2.39 M 
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E.6.3. Technical parameters   

Table E.6-3: Grid utilization factor and annual output as per PVGIS tool34 

Plant Size  130 MWp 

Orientation Tracking north-south 

Grid Capacity/Limit  85 MW (AC) 

Grid Utilization Factor 32.2% 

Annual Output (MWh/a) 239,746 

The optimal plant size has been suggested as per the grid capacity and economic analysis per-

formed in Chapters 2 and 3 of the Main Report. The grid utilization factor and annual output 

for the proposed solar PV system have been calculated for a single-axis north-south tracking 

PV plant, which was identified as the most economic option in the Main Report. For this study, 

the available grid capacity of 85 MW has been considered, which results in a 0.6 percent yield 

loss for a 130 MWp case. As line capacities are not static, even less loss can be achieved with a 

dynamic line rating in the future.   

Diurnal and seasonal profile 

Figure E.6-2 shows the daily generation pattern and the utilization of the available grid capacity 

(red line in chart) for this opportunity site with optimal sizing. Exemplary days are shown for 

the four different seasons to show the seasonal variation. It can be seen that the line capacity 

of 85 MW is hardly surpassed. 

 

34 To avoid confusion, it should be noted here that the results of yield and financial attractiveness in 
Chapter 3 of the Main Report are based on 5-year irradiance data from PVGIS, normalized to Global Solar 
Atlas numbers, which were the basis for the whole Main Report. Here, for a high location-specific accu-
racy, PVSyst analysis is used, which is based on 16-year irradiance for higher reliability. This different 
approach results in a small deviation in the annual yield compared to Chapter 3 numbers for these sites, 
but the differences are within an acceptable 5 percent margin, which is not uncommon for simulations 
based on different solar data sources. 
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Figure E.6-2: Diurnal and seasonal profile: yellow is the solar output for four different 
seasons (typical days), while the red line is the maximum capacity which the grid can ab-

sorb at that location 

 

 

Figure E.6-3 shows the annual variation as per the PVSyst simulation. The solar irradiance is 

higher in the summer months, except for July and August, which might be because of a higher 

cloud cover in these months. Similarly, the Performance Ratio (PR) is slightly lower in May and 

June because of higher ambient temperatures in these months. 

 

Figure E.6-3: Normalized production and PR monthly profile (PVSyst) 
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Table E.6-4: Monthly irradiance, temperature, energy and performance ratio numbers 
(PVSyst) 
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E.6.4. Security situation 

The site is located close to Jacobabad city and the security situation in the area is satisfactory.  

E.6.5. Environmental considerations 

The site is located in a barren area with scarce vegetation. The project is estimated to result in 

approximately 131,000 tons of reduction in carbon emissions annually.35 Hence, the site has no 

negative environmental impact. However, a detailed environmental study is recommended. The 

area is underdeveloped, and such a project will generate local jobs, both during construction 

and the O&M phase for the local community, producing a positive social impact in the area.36  

E.6.6. Water situation 

At site, the water will mostly be required during the construction phase and for the cleaning of 

the PV modules afterwards. Based on 2 liters per module and two cleaning cycles per month, 

the estimated requirement for cleaning of modules is approximately 1,950 cubic meters per 

month.   

The groundwater level is expected to be moderate to high. Also, canals and water channels are 

located in the area.  Hence, water availability is not an issue, but use of underground water or 

river water has to be confirmed with the local authorities. 

  

 

35 Based on a grid emission factor of 0.546 tCO2,eq per MWhel for Pakistan, taken from the Institute for 
Global Environmental Strategies (IGES), IGES List of Emission Factors for CDM projects. The value is the 

 
36 Although building and operating a solar park is not a labor-intensive undertaking and in other parts of 
the world requires mostly trained staff, in Pakistan, a number of labor jobs are typically created, both 
during construction (helpers, welders/metal workers, security) and operation (cleaning, security). 
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E.6.7. Land situation 

The team met with the DC (Deputy Commissioner) of Jacobabad, who informed the local au-

thorities about the project. The relevant local land registry official (tapedar) was assigned to 

identify barren land near the grid or transmission lines. Due to road access and topography, 

approximately 250 acres (101 ha) of land were visited. The tapedar assured that 100 acres 

(40.5 ha) of barren land (privately owned) are available in the area. However, a detailed land 

survey is required.  

It should be noted that 4 acres (1.62 ha) per MWp is a conservative estimate, and with higher 

efficiency modules, area requirements can be reduced or more solar modules can be installed 

in the same area as proposed in the optimized case. The cost of the land by the local tapedar is 

estimated between US$0.1 to 0.3 million per acre but needs to be verified. It is advised that the 

land should be procured directly by the government.   

 

 

Figure E.6-4: team with the local authorities in Jacobabad 
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E.6.8. Expected soiling losses 

As the site is located in a semiarid area, the soiling losses are expected to be "moderate," while 

the temperature losses are relatively "higher" as visualized in Figure E,6-5. Wind exposure in 

the area is between "moderate to high," with seasonal dust storms. 

 

 

Figure E.6-5: Loss diagram across the whole year, based on assumptions   
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E.6.9. Indicative maps and pictures 

 

Figure E.6-6: Google Earth close snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.6-7: Road access (near the site) 
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Figure E.6-8: Proposed site and vegetation 

 

 

Figure E.6-9: Soil condition 
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Figure E.6-10: Proposed site, Point A in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.6-11: Proposed site, Point B in Google Earth snapshot 
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Figure E.6-12: Proposed site, Point C in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.6-13: Proposed site, Point D in Google Earth snapshot 
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E.6.10. Geotechnical conditions  

The site is located in an uncultivated barren patch. Although Jacobabad is at the border of the 

desert, the area is semi-agricultural due to the presence of canals, and irrigation water is also 

available in the area. The topography of the land is mostly flat with a few small sand dunes. The 

soil is a mixture of sand and clay. The site has very little vegetation, which consists of small 

desert shrubs. A few grid pylons are also present in the area, which may cause shading; hence, 

plant layout has to be made accordingly. Small patches of the area showed signs of waterlog-

ging. The site has no settlements. Detailed geotechnical and topography studies are advised 

before the execution phase. 

E.6.11. Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation 

Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation has been done for the site in Chapter 2 of the Main Report 

and the detailed report in Annex 2. Analyses done were load flow, contingency, short circuit, 

and dynamic stability studies. No issues were identified. The grid is able to absorb the power 

for the proposed plant size. A detailed grid study is advised before the execution phase.  
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E.6.12. Technical and economic evaluation 

Table E.6-5 shows the technical and economic results for this site for different technical set-

ups. For more details, refer to the Main Report of the locational study, where all different tech-

nical setups are explained.37 The development costs as per Table E.6-2 have been included in 

the financial analysis, and the capital expenditures (CAPEX) assumptions are updated from 

Chapter 3 of the Main Report .  

The first case, 100 MWp, represents the conventional sizing of solar PV systems in Pakistan, 

with the grid utilization factor of 25 percent and an annual production of 188 GWh per year.  

The optimal case, 130 MWp, represents the unconventional sizing of solar PV systems in Paki-

stan, with the grid utilization factor of 33 percent and an annual production of 245 GWh per 

year.  

The addition of storage does not add any significant value, and the site is not suitable for wind 

energy, based on Global Wind Atlas data.  

All of these results are excellent at an international level. 

  

Table E.6-5: Technical and economic evaluation     

Results 

Conventional 

Sizing 

Optimized 

Sizing 

Including 

Storage 

PV MWp  100 130 150 

Battery MWh  0 0 50 

Grid Utilization Factor   25% 33% 38% 

Volatility Daytime   19% 19% 17% 

Financial Attractiveness 6.96 7.36 5.62 

 

  

 

37 -5 is a normalized indicator for the expected LCOE or PPA rates 
(higher attractiveness = lower rates). The NPV gives the value of this plant for the country or the national 
authority CPPA that purchases the power from the power plant owners, based on the assumption that 
the solar plant on this site is developed by an IPP who sells electricity to a CPPA at a commercial rate, as 
per international benchmark today. This case is compared against CPPA purchasing power from fossil 
power plants, as is the general case in Pakistan today (which is more expensive). Higher NPV means a 
higher benefit. 
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E.7. SITE 7, ROHRI (SUKKUR)  

E.7.1. General description and attributes 

Site description 

The site is located in a barren patch, to the south of Rohri, 20 km from the Sukkur city. The 

area is almost flat, surrounded by small hills on the east side. The soil type is a mixture of rock 

and sand; some areas may require filling. Due to rocky soil, the area is almost barren with no 

vegetation.  

 

Figure E.7-1: MapRE analysis and Google Earth snapshot with the proposed site marked as 
a yellow sun. For more details of colors and excluded areas (white), see Main Report, 

Chapter 3  
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Table E.7-1: Basic site attributes 

Latitude 

 

27°32'48.9" 

 

Longitude 

 

68°55'31.6" 

 

Geographical Lo-
cation 

 

The site is located to the south of Rohri, 20 km from Sukkur 
City, close to Dodanko village.  

 

Road Access 

 

The site is accessible from Karachi to Sukkur via national 
highway N5. From Rohri, a single metalled road, Dodanko 
Road, connects to the site. Internal roads for the construction 
of the plant need to be developed.  

 

Proposed Size 

 

Optimized: 140 MWp 

(Conventional: 100 MWp) 

 

 

Technology 

 

Crystalline Silicon (PV) with horizontal tracking north-south 

Distance to Elec-
tric Grid 

2 km (approximately) 

Site Ownership 

 

 

The site is owned by the government according to the deputy 
district commissioner's office. 

 

Land Size 
Approximately 400 acres (162 ha). More land is available but 
needs a proper land survey.  

Settlements on 
Site 

Some empty huts are present in the vicinity. However, not 
within the proposed 400 acres. 
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E.7.2. Estimated cost of development for grid and road upgrades 

Road access 

As the site is accessible by the road, no additional road development cost is anticipated. A 20 

km patch of Dodanko Road might need repair. Development of internal roads will be the re-

sponsibility of the EPC contractor and depends on the layout of the proposed solar PV plant.  

Leveling  

The initial leveling effort at the site is expected to be low. As the area is mostly rocky, soil will 

be required from the nearby area. However, full area leveling is not required; multiple levels of 

flat land are not an issue as long as they are in accordance with the water drainage plan. To 

avoid wind erosion, only minimum required topsoil should be removed.  

Grid connection 

The grid connection for the site will be through a loop in- with the existing 132 

kV transmission line between Rohri-New and Khairpur. The looping distance is approximately 

2 km and the conductor used will be Lynx. 

Site development cost 

The site development costs primarily consist of the land cost, road access, grid connection, 

water availability, and initial leveling cost of the plant site. As the land is owned by the govern-

ment, the land cost will be as per the land lease agreement and will not influence the site de-

velopment cost as such. The road repair cost is expected to be US$0.06 million. The grid con-

nection cost is expected to be US$0.26 million. Water is accessible at the site through tankers 

from the nearby canal or from groundwater resources; hence, no cost is expected in the site 

development cost for the availability of water. The expected cost for land leveling is US$0.61 

million. All costs are based on a site visit and a rough estimate based on experience with similar 

projects. However, exact costs can be calculated through more detailed studies. 

 

Table E.7-2: Estimated site development costs 
Land Cost, Estimated As per government 

Road Cost, Estimated (repair) US$0.06 M 

Grid Connection Cost, Estimated US$0.26 M 

Water Connection Cost, Estimated 
Through tank vehicles or 
well 

Levelling Cost, Estimated US$0.61 M 

Total, Estimated US$0.93 M 
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E.7.3. Technical parameters  

Table E.7-3: Grid utilization factor and annual output as per PVGIS tool38 

Plant Size  140 MWp 

Orientation Tracking north-south 

Grid Capacity/Limit  85 MW (AC) 

Grid Utilization Factor 34.1% 

Annual Output (MWh/a) 254,160 

The optimal plant size has been suggested as per the grid capacity and economic analysis per-

formed in Chapters 2 and 3 of the Main Report. The grid utilization factor and annual output 

for the proposed solar PV system have been calculated for a single-axis north-south tracking 

PV plant, which was identified as the most economic option in the Main Report. For this study, 

the available grid capacity of 85 MW has been considered, which results in a 2.7 percent yield 

loss for the 140 MWp case. As line capacities are not static, even less loss can be achieved with 

a dynamic line rating in the future.   

Diurnal and seasonal profile: 

Figure E.7-2 shows the daily generation pattern and the utilization of the available grid capacity 

(red line in chart) for this opportunity site with optimal sizing. Exemplary days are shown for 

the four different seasons to show the seasonal variation. It can be seen that the line capacity 

of 85 MW is hardly surpassed. 

 

38 To avoid confusion, it should be noted here that the results of yield and financial attractiveness in 
Chapter 3 of the Main Report are based on 5-year irradiance data from PVGIS, normalized to Global Solar 
Atlas numbers, which were the basis for the whole Main Report. Here, for a high location-specific accu-
racy, PVSyst analysis is used, which is based on 16-year irradiance for higher reliability. This different 
approach results in a small deviation in the annual yield compared to Chapter 3 numbers for these sites, 
but the differences are within an acceptable 5 percent margin, which is not uncommon for simulations 
based on different solar data sources. 
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Figure E.7-2: Diurnal and seasonal profile: yellow is the solar output for four different sea-
sons (typical days), while the red line is the maximum capacity which the grid can absorb 

at that location 

  

Figure E.7-3 shows the annual variation as per the PVSyst simulation. The solar irradiance is 

higher in the summer months, except for July and August, which might be because of a higher 

cloud cover in these months. Similarly, the Performance Ratio (PR) is slightly lower in May and 

June because of the higher ambient temperatures in these months. 

 

Figure E.7-3: Normalized production and PR monthly profile (PVSyst) 
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Table E.7-4: Monthly irradiance, temperature, energy and performance ratio numbers 
(PVSyst) 
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E.7.4. Security situation 

The site is located close to Sukkur, and the security situation in the area is satisfactory.  

E.7.5. Environmental considerations 

The site is located in a barren desert area with scarce vegetation. The project is estimated to 

result in approximately 139,000 tons of reduction in carbon emissions annually.39 Hence, the 

site has no negative environmental impact. However, a detailed environmental study is recom-

mended. The area is underdeveloped, and such a project will generate local jobs both during 

construction and the O&M phase for the local community, producing a positive social impact in 

the area.40 

E.7.6. Water situation 

At site, the water will mostly be required during the construction phase and for the cleaning of 

the PV modules afterwards. Based on 2 liters per module and two cleaning cycles per month, 

the estimated requirement for cleaning of modules is approximately 2,100 cubic meters per 

month.   

The groundwater level is expected to be moderate to low. However, a canal is located 10 km 

east of the site.  Hence, water availability is not an issue, but use of underground water or canal 

water has to be confirmed with the local authorities. 

  

 

39 Based on a grid emission factor of 0.546 tCO2,eq per MWhel for Pakistan, taken from the Institute for 
Global Environmental Strategies (IGES), IGES List of Emission Factors for CDM projects. The value is the 

 
40 Although building and operating a solar park is not a labor-intensive undertaking and in other parts of 
the world requires mostly trained staff, in Pakistan, a number of labor jobs are typically created, both 
during construction (helpers, welders/metal workers, security) and operation (cleaning, security). 
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E.7.7. Land situation 

The team met with the ADC (Additional Deputy Commissioner) of Sukkur, who informed the 

local authorities about the project. The relevant local land registry official (tapedar) was as-

signed to identify barren land near the grid or transmission lines. The tapedar assured that 400 

acres (162 ha) of barren government land are available in the area. However, a detailed land 

survey is required. Further land, if required, is available in the area.   

It should be noted that 4 acres (1.62 ha) per MWp is a conservative estimate, and with higher 

efficiency modules, the area requirement can be reduced or more solar modules can be installed 

in the same area as proposed in the optimized case. The cost of land will be as per the govern-

ment lease but needs to be verified.  

 

 

Figure E.7-4 team with the local authorities in Rohri, Sukkur 
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E.7.8. Expected soiling losses 

As the site is surrounded by a semiarid area, the soiling losses are expected to be "moderate," 

while the temperature losses are relatively "higher," as can be seen in Figure E.7-5. Slight "far 

shading loss" is present due to small hills on the northeast of the site. Wind exposure in the 

area is between "moderate to high," with seasonal dust storms. 

 

 

Figure E.7-5: Loss diagram across the whole year, based on assumptions  
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E.7.9. Indicative maps and pictures 

 

Figure E.7-6: Google Earth close snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.7-7: Road access (close to site) 
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Figure E.7-8: Proposed site and vegetation 

 

 

Figure E.7-9: Soil condition 
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Figure E.7-10: Proposed site, Point A in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.7-11: Proposed site, Point B in Google Earth snapshot 
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Figure E.7-12: Proposed site, Point C in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.7-13: Proposed site, Point D in Google Earth snapshot 
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E.7.10. Geotechnical conditions 

The site is located in an uncultivated barren patch in a rocky desert area. The topography of 

the land is mostly flat, surrounded by small hills on the northeast side. The soil type is a mixture 

of rock and sand. The site has almost no vegetation, which consists of small desert shrubs.  

Slight far-shading is present due to small hills, and the plant layout has to be developed accord-

ingly. A few unofficial empty chicken farm huts are present near the site, but the site itself has 

no settlements. Detailed geotechnical and topography studies are advised before the execution 

phase. 

E.7.11. Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation 

Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation has been done for the site in Chapter 2 of the Main Report 

and the detailed report in Annex 2. Analyses done were load flow, contingency, short circuit, 

and dynamic stability studies. No issues were identified. The grid is able to absorb the power 

for the proposed plant size. A detailed grid study is advised before the execution phase.  
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E.7.12. Technical and economic evaluation 

Table E.7-5 shows the technical and economic results for this site for different technical set-

ups. For more details, refer to the Main Report of the locational study, where all different tech-

nical setups are explained.41 The development costs as per Table E.7-2 have been included in 

the financial analysis, and the capital expenditures (CAPEX) assumptions are updated from 

Chapter 3 of the Main Report .  

The first case, 100 MWp, represents the conventional sizing of solar PV systems in Pakistan, 

with the grid utilization factor of 25 percent and an annual production of 189 GWh per year.  

The optimal case, 140 MWp, represents the unconventional sizing of solar PV systems in Paki-

stan, with the grid utilization factor of 35 percent and an annual production of 263 GWh per 

year.  

The addition of storage does not add any significant value, and the site is not suitable for wind 

energy, based on Global Wind Atlas data.  

All of these results are excellent at an international level. 

 Table E.7-5: Technical and economic evaluation 

Results 

Conventional 

Sizing 

Optimized 

Sizing 

Including 

Storage 

PV MWp  100 140 150 

Battery MWh  0 0 50 

Grid Utilization Factor   25% 35% 38% 

Volatility Daytime   18% 18% 17% 

Financial Attractiveness 7.24 7.62 5.81 

 

  

 

41  in Table E.7-5 is a normalized indicator for the expected LCOE or PPA rates 
(higher attractiveness = lower rates). The NPV gives the value of this plant for the country or the national 
authority CPPA that purchases the power from the power plant owners, based on the assumption that 
the solar plant on this site is developed by an IPP who sells electricity to a CPPA at a commercial rate, as 
per international benchmark today. This case is compared against CPPA purchasing power from fossil 
power plants, as is the general case in Pakistan today (which is more expensive). Higher NPV means a 
higher benefit. 
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E.8. SITE 8, MEHRABPUR 

E.8.1. General description and attributes 

Site description 

The site is located in a barren patch to the southeast of Mehrabpur city. The area is approxi-

mately 7 km away from the main city. The area is mostly barren with very small sand dunes. 

The soil consists of sand and a few clay particles.  

 

Figure E.8-1: MapRE analysis and Google Earth snapshot with the proposed site marked as 
a yellow sun. For more details of colors and excluded areas (white), see Main Report, 

Chapter 3 
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Table E.8-1: Basic site attributes 

Latitude 

 

27°04'27.4" 

 

Longitude 

 

68°28'00.6" 

 

Geographical 
Location 

 

The site is located 7 km southeast of Mehrabpur city.  

 

Road Access 

 

The site is accessible from Karachi to Halani through national 
highway N5, and Halani-Mehrabpur and Mehrabpur-Pirwasan 
roads. The site is located at 6 km on Mehrabpur-Pirwasan Road.  
Internal roads for construction of the plant need to be developed.  

 

Proposed Size 

 

Optimized: 140 MWp 

(Conventional: 100 MWp) 

 

Distance to 
Electric Grid  

8 km (approximately) 

 

Technology 

 

Crystalline silicon (PV) with horizontal tracking north-south 

Site Ownership 

 

 

The site is supposed to be owned by the government according to 
the deputy district commissioner office. The site is at the border 
of the district and some sections might be in the Khairpur District. 

 

Land Size 
Approximately 400 acres (162 ha). More land is available and 
needs a proper land survey.  

Settlements 
on Site 

None 
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E.8.2. Estimated cost of development for grid and road upgrades 

Road access 

Six km of single metalled road from Mehrabpur to Pirwasan need repair.  Development of inter-

nal roads will be the responsibility of the EPC contractor and depends on the layout of the pro-

posed solar PV plant.  

Leveling  

The initial leveling effort at the site is expected to be low. It is advised to remove the top section 

of sand dunes and fill the low-lying areas. However, full-area leveling is not required; multiple 

levels of flat land are not a problem as long as they are in accordance with the water drainage 

plan. To avoid wind erosion, only minimum required topsoil should be removed.  

Grid connection  

The grid connection will be through a loop in-out  at the existing 132 kV transmission line be-

tween Gambat and Mehrabpur. Looping distance is approximately 8 km and the conductor used 

will be Lynx. 

Site development cost 

The site development costs primarily consist of the land cost, road access, grid connection, 

water availability, and initial leveling cost of the plant site. As the land is owned by the govern-

ment, the land cost will be as per the general land lease agreement and will not influence the 

site development cost as such. The road repair cost is expected to be US$0.02 million. The grid 

connection cost is expected to be US$1.04 million. Water can be made accessible at the site 

through tankers from the nearby canal or from groundwater resources; hence, no cost is ex-

pected in the site development cost for the availability of water. The expected cost for land 

leveling is US$0.61 million. All costs are based on the site visit and a rough estimate based on 

experience with similar projects. However, exact costs can be calculated through more detailed 

studies. 

Table E.8-2: Estimated site development costs 

Land Cost, Estimated As per government 

Road Cost, Estimated US$0.02 M 

Grid Connection Cost, Estimated US$1.04 M 

Water Connection Cost, Estimated 
Through tank vehicles or 
well 

Leveling Cost, Estimated US$0.61 M 

Total, Estimated US$1.67 M 
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E.8.3. Technical parameters  

Table E.8-3: Grid utilization factor and annual output as per PVGIS tool42 

Plant Size  140 MWp 

Orientation Tracking north-south 

Grid Capacity/Limit  85 MW (AC) 

Grid Utilization Factor 34.3% 

Annual Output (MWh/a) 255,720 

The optimal plant size has been suggested as per the grid capacity and economic analysis per-

formed in Chapters 2 and 3 of the Main Report. The grid utilization factor and annual output 

for the proposed solar PV system have been calculated for a single-axis north-south tracking 

PV plant, which was identified as the most economic option in the Main Report. For this study, 

the available grid capacity of 85 MW has been considered, which results in a 2.6 percent yield 

loss for the 140 MWp case. As line capacities are not static, even less loss can be achieved with 

a dynamic line rating in the future.   

Diurnal and seasonal profile: 

Figure E.8-2 shows the daily generation pattern and the utilization of the available grid capacity 

(red line in chart) for this opportunity site with optimal sizing. Exemplary days are shown for 

the four different seasons to show the seasonal variation. It can be seen that the line capacity 

of 85 MW is hardly surpassed. 

 

42 To avoid confusion, it should be noted here that the results of yield and financial attractiveness in 
Chapter 3 of the Main Report are based on 5-year irradiance data from PVGIS, normalized to Global Solar 
Atlas numbers, which were the basis for the whole Main Report. Here, for a high location-specific accu-
racy, PVSyst analysis is used, which is based on 16-year irradiance for higher reliability. This different 
approach results in a small deviation in the annual yield compared to Chapter 3 numbers for these sites, 
but the differences are within an acceptable 5 percent margin, which is not uncommon for simulations 
based on different solar data sources. 
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Figure E.8-2: Diurnal and seasonal profile: yellow is the solar output for four different 
seasons (typical days), while the red line is the maximum capacity which the grid can ab-

sorb at that location 

 

Figure E.8-3 shows the annual variation as per the PVSyst simulation. The solar irradiance is 

higher in the summer months, except for July and August, which might be because of a higher 

cloud cover in these months. Similarly, the Performance Ratio (PR) is slightly lower in May and 

June because of the higher ambient temperatures in these months. 
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Figure E.8-3: Normalized production and PR monthly profile (PVSyst)

 

Table E.8-4: Monthly irradiance, temperature, energy and performance ratio numbers 
(PVSyst) 
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E.8.4. Security situation 

The site is located close to Mehrabpur city, and the security situation in the area is satisfactory.  

E.8.5. Environmental considerations 

The site is located in a barren desert area with scarce vegetation. The project is estimated to 

result in approximately 140,000 tons of reduction in carbon emissions annually.43 Hence, the 

site has no negative environmental impact. However, a detailed environmental study is recom-

mended. The area is underdeveloped and such a project will generate local jobs both during 

construction and the O&M phase for the local community, producing a positive social impact in 

the area.44 

E.8.6. Water situation 

At site, the water will mostly be required during the construction phase and for the cleaning of 

the PV modules afterwards. Based on 2 liters per module and two cleaning cycles per month, 

the estimated requirement for cleaning of modules is approximately 2,100 cubic meters per 

month.   

Groundwater level is expected to be moderate to low. However, a canal is located 10 km west 

of the site.  Hence, water availability is not an issue, but use of underground water or canal 

water has to be confirmed with the local authorities. 

 

  

 

43 Based on a grid emission factor of 0.546 tCO2,eq per MWhel for Pakistan, taken from the Institute for 
Global Environmental Strategies (IGES), IGES List of Emission Factors for CDM projects. The value is the 

. 
44 Although building and operating a solar park is not a labor-intensive undertaking and in other parts of 
the world requires mostly trained staff, in Pakistan, a number of labor jobs are typically created, both 
during construction (helpers, welders/metal workers, security) and operation (cleaning, security). 
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E.8.7. Land situation 

The team met with the ADC (Additional Deputy Commissioner) of Mehrabpur, who informed 

the local authorities about the project. The relevant local land registry official (tapedar) was 

assigned to identify barren land near the grid or transmission lines. Due to road access and 

topography, approximately 100 acres (40.2 ha) of land were visited. The tapedar assured that 

400 acres (162 ha) of barren land owned by the government is available in the area. However, a 

detailed land survey is required. Further barren land, if required, is available in the area but not 

in abundance, as the land is in the middle of a semi-agriculture area.  

It should be noted that 4 acres (1.62 ha) per MWp is a conservative estimate, and with higher 

efficiency modules, the area requirement can be reduced or more solar modules can be installed 

in the same area as proposed in the optimized case. The cost of land will be as per the govern-

ment lease but needs to be verified.  
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E.8.8. Expected losses 

As the site is surrounded by a semiarid area, the soiling losses are expected to be "moderate," 

while the temperature losses are relatively "higher," as can be visualized in Figure E.8-4. Wind 

exposure in the area is between "moderate to high," with seasonal dust storms. 

 

 

Figure E.8-4: Loss diagram across the whole year, based on assumptions  
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E.8.9. Indicative maps and pictures 

 

Figure E.8-5: Google Earth close snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.8-6: Road access (close to site) 
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Figure E.8-7: Proposed site and vegetation 

 

 

Figure E.8-8: Soil condition 
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Figure E.8-9: Proposed site, Point A in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.8-10: Proposed site, Point B in Google Earth snapshot 
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Figure E.8-11: Proposed site, Point C in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.8-12: Proposed site, Point D in Google Earth snapshot 
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E.8.10. Geotechnical conditions 

The site is located in an uncultivated sandy patch. The area is semi-agriculture due to the pres-

ence of canals and irrigation water available in the area. The topography of the land is mostly 

flat with a few small sand dunes. The soil is a mixture of sand and clay particles. The site has 

no shading obstacle. It has scarce vegetation, which consists of desert shrubs, and has no set-

tlements in the proposed area; however, a brick kiln is close by. Detailed geotechnical and topo-

graphical studies are advised before the execution phase. 

E.8.11. Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation 

Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation has been done for the site in Chapter 2 of the Main Report 

and the detailed report in Annex 2. Analyses done were load flow, contingency, short circuit, 

and dynamic stability studies. No issues were identified. The grid is able to absorb the power 

for the proposed plant size. A detailed grid study is advised before the execution phase.  
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E.8.12. Technical and economic evaluation 

Table E.8-5 shows the technical and economic results for this site for different technical set-

ups. For more details, refer to the Main Report of the locational study, where all different tech-

nical setups are explained.45 The development costs as per Table E.8-2 have been included in 

the financial analysis, and the capital expenditures (CAPEX) assumptions are updated from 

Chapter 3 of the Main Report, resulting in more detailed .  

The first case, 100 MWp, represents the conventional sizing of solar PV systems in Pakistan, 

with the grid utilization factor of 26 percent and an annual production of 190 GWh per year.  

The optimal case, 140 MWp, represents the unconventional sizing of solar PV systems in Paki-

stan, with the grid utilization factor of 36 percent and an annual production of 265 GWh per 

year.  

The addition of storage does not add any significant value, and the site is not suitable for wind 

energy, based on Global Wind Atlas data.  

All of these results are excellent at an international level. 

 

Table E.8-5: Technical and economic evaluation 

Results 

Conventional 

Sizing 

Optimized 

Sizing 

Including 

Storage 

PV MWp  100 140 150 

Battery MWh  0 0 50 

Grid Utilization Factor   26% 36% 38% 

Volatility Daytime  18% 18% 16% 

Financial Attractiveness 7.26 7.66 5.88 

 

  

 

45 -5 is a normalized indicator for the expected LCOE or PPA rates 
(higher attractiveness = lower rates). The NPV gives the value of this plant for the country or the national 
authority CPPA that purchases the power from the power plant owners, based on the assumption that 
the solar plant on this site is developed by an IPP who sells electricity to a CPPA at a commercial rate, as 
per international benchmark today. This case is compared against CPPA purchasing power from fossil 
power plants, as is the general case in Pakistan today (which is more expensive). Higher NPV means a 
higher benefit. 
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E.9. SITE 9, UMERKOT 

E.9.1. General description and attributes 

Site description 

The site is located 20 km northeast from Umerkot city. The area is barren desert land with a 

few trees and shrubs indigenous to Thar Desert. The land is mostly flat and the soil type is a 

mixture of clay and sand, with the major part being sand.  

 

Figure E.9-1: MapRE analysis and Google Earth snapshot with the proposed site marked as 
a yellow sun. For more details of colors and excluded areas (white), see Main Report, 

Chapter 3 
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Table E.9-1: Basic site attributes 

Latitude 

 

25°31'55.6" 

 

Longitude 

 

69°51'04.0" 

 

Geographical Lo-
cation 

 

The site is located 20 km northeast of Umerkot city, close to 
Naya Chor village.  

 

Road Access 

 

The site is accessible from Karachi to Umerkot via national 
highway N120, and from thereon, via the Khokhrapar highway 
until Umerkot. The site is 3 km from Naya Chor village.  Inter-
nal roads for construction of the plant need to be developed.  

 

Proposed Size 

 

Optimized: 130 MWp 

(Conventional: 100 MWp) 

 

 

Technology 

 

Crystalline silicon (PV) with horizontal tracking north-south 

Distance to Elec-
tric Grid  

10 km (approximately) 

Site Ownership 

 

 

The site is supposed to be owned by the government accord-
ing to the district  deputy commissioner office. 

 

Land Size 
Approximately 400 acres (162 ha). More land is available but 
needs a proper land survey. 

Settlements on 
site 

None 
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E.9.2. Estimated cost of development for grid and road upgrades 

Road access 

As the site is accessible by a road, no additional road development cost is anticipated. Devel-

opment of internal roads will be the responsibility of the EPC contractor and depends on the 

layout of the proposed solar PV plant.  

Leveling  

The initial leveling effort at the site is expected to be low. Full-area leveling is not required; 

multiple levels of flat land are not a problem as long as they are in accordance with the water 

drainage plan. To avoid wind erosion, only minimum required topsoil should be removed.  

Grid connection 

At present, Chor has a 66 kV grid station. HESCO has planned to upgrade the facility to a 132 

kV grid station. The connection will be a direct double circuit of 132 kV from the solar plant to 

the Chor 132 kV grid station. Length of the line will be approximately 10 km and the conductor 

used will be Lynx. Also, stringing of the second 132 kV circuit between Umerkot and Chor (con-

ductor used will be Lynx and length would be 20 km), and from Samaro to Umerkot (conductor 

used will be Lynx and length would be 36 km) will be required for reliable evacuation of power.  

Site development cost 

The site development costs primarily consist of the land cost, road access, grid connection, 

water availability, and initial leveling cost of the plant site. As the land is owned by the govern-

ment, the land cost will be as per the general land lease agreement and will not influence the 

site development cost as such. No additional road access cost is anticipated. The grid connec-

tion cost is expected to be US$2.98 million. Water can be made accessible at the site through 

tankers from the nearby canal or from groundwater resources; hence, no cost is expected in 

the site development cost for the availability of water. The expected cost for land leveling is 

US$0.61 million. All costs are based on the site visit and a rough estimate based on experience 

with similar projects. However, exact costs can be calculated through more detailed studies. 

Table E.9-2: Estimated site development costs 

Land Cost, Estimated As per government 

Road Cost, Estimated  

Grid Connection Cost, Estimated US$2.98 M 

Water Connection Cost, Estimated 
Through tank vehicles or 
well 

Levelling Cost, Estimated US$0.61 M 

Total, Estimated US$3.59 M 
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E.9.3. Technical parameters  

Table E.9-3: Grid utilization factor and annual output as per PVGIS tool46 

Plant Size  130 MWp 

Orientation Tracking north-south 

Grid Capacity/Limit  85 MW (AC) 

Grid Utilization Factor 32.4% 

Annual Output (MWh/a) 241,953 

The optimal plant size has been suggested as per the grid capacity and economic analysis per-

formed in Chapters 2 and 3 of the Main Report. The grid utilization factor and annual output 

for the proposed solar PV system have been calculated for a single-axis north-south tracking 

PV plant, which was identified as the most economic option in the Main Report. For this study, 

the available grid capacity of 85 MW has been considered, which results in a 1.1 percent yield 

loss for the 130 MWp case. As line capacities are not static, even less loss can be achieved with 

a dynamic line rating in the future.      

Diurnal and seasonal profile: 

Figure E.9-2 shows the daily generation pattern and the utilization of the available grid capacity 

(red line in chart) for this opportunity site with optimal sizing. Exemplary days are shown for 

the four different seasons to show the seasonal variation. It can be seen that the line capacity 

of 85 MW is hardly surpassed.  

 

46 To avoid confusion, it should be noted here that the results of yield and financial attractiveness in 
Chapter 3 of the Main Report are based on 5-year irradiance data from PVGIS, normalized to Global Solar 
Atlas numbers, which were the basis for the whole Main Report. Here, for a high location-specific accu-
racy, PVSyst analysis is used, which is based on 16-year irradiance for higher reliability. This different 
approach results in a small deviation in the annual yield compared to Chapter 3 numbers for these sites, 
but the differences are within an acceptable 5 percent margin, which is not uncommon for simulations 
based on different solar data sources. 
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Figure E.9-2: Diurnal and seasonal profile: yellow is solar output for four different seasons 
(typical days), while the red line is the maximum capacity which the grid  can absorb at 

that location 

 

 

Figure E.9-3 shows the annual variation as per the PVSyst simulation. The solar irradiance is 

higher in the summer months, except for July and August, which might be because of a higher 

cloud cover in these months. Similarly, the Performance Ratio (PR) is slightly lower in May and 

June because of the higher ambient temperatures in these months. 

Figure E.9-3: Normalized production and PR monthly profile (PVSyst) 
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Table E.9-4: Monthly irradiance, temperature, energy and performance ratio numbers 
(PVSyst) 
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E.9.4. Security situation 

The site is located close to the Umerkot city, and the security situation in the area is satisfac-

tory.  

E.9.5. Environmental considerations 

The site is located in a barren desert area with some vegetation. The project is estimated to 

result in approximately 132,000 tons of reduction in carbon emissions annually.47 Hence, the 

site has no negative environmental impact. Small trees in the area have to be moved or new 

trees should be planted nearby. A detailed environmental study is recommended. The area is 

underdeveloped, and such a project will generate local jobs both during construction and the 

O&M phase for the local community, resulting into a positive social impact in the area.48 

E.9.6. Water situation 

At site, the water will mostly be required during the construction phase and for the cleaning of 

the PV modules afterwards. Based on 2 liters per module and two cleaning cycles per month, 

the estimated requirement for cleaning of modules is approximately 1,950 cubic meters per 

month.    

The groundwater level is expected to be low. However, a canal is located 25 km west of the site. 

Hence, water availability is not an issue, but use of underground water or canal water has to be 

confirmed with the local authorities. 

  

 

47 Based on a grid emission factor of 0.546 tCO2,eq per MWhel for Pakistan, taken from the Institute for 
Global Environmental Strategies (IGES), IGES List of Emission Factors for CDM projects. The value is the 

 
48 Although building and operating a solar park is not a labor-intensive undertaking and in other parts of 
the world requires mostly trained staff, in Pakistan, a number of labor jobs are typically created, both 
during construction (helpers, welders/metal workers, security) and operation (cleaning, security). 
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E.9.7. Land situation 

The team met with the ADC (Additional Deputy Commissioner) of Umerkot, who informed the 

local authorities about the project. The relevant local land registry official (tapedar) was as-

signed to identify barren land near the grid or transmission lines. Due to road access and to-

pography, approximately 250 acres (101 ha) of land were visited. The tapedar assured that 400 

acres (162 ha) of barren land owned by the government is available in the area. However, a de-

tailed land survey is required. Further barren land, if required, is available in the area.   

It should be noted that 4 acres (1.62 ha) per MWp is a conservative estimate, and with higher 

efficiency modules, the area requirement can be reduced or more solar modules can be installed 

in the same area as proposed in the optimized case. The cost of land will be as per the govern-

ment lease but needs to be verified.  

 

 

Figure E.9-4 team with the local authorities in Umerkot 
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E.9.8. Expected soiling losses 

As the site is surrounded by a semi-agriculture area on the west side and a desert on the east 

side, the soiling and temperature losses are expected to be "moderate to high." Wind exposure 

in the area is between "moderate to high," with seasonal dust storms.  

 

 

Figure E.9-5: Loss diagram across the whole year, based on assumptions  
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E.9.9. Indicative maps and pictures 

 

Figure E.9-6: Google Earth close snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.9-7: Road access (close to site) 
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Figure E.9-8: Proposed site and vegetation 

 

 

Figure E.9-9: Soil condition 
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Figure E.9-10: Proposed site, Point A in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.9-11: Proposed site, Point B in Google Earth snapshot 
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Figure E.9-12: Proposed site, Point C in Google Earth snapshot 

 

Figure E.9-13: Proposed site, Point D in Google Earth snapshot 
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E.9.10. Geotechnical conditions 

The site is located in an uncultivated barren patch in the Thar Desert. Although the site is at 

the border of the desert, the area is semi-agriculture due to the presence of canals and irriga-

tion water availability in the area. The topography of the land is mostly flat with a few small 

sand dunes. The soil is mostly sand. The site has no shading obstacle, and has some vegetation, 

which consists of desert shrubs and small trees indigenous to the Thar Desert.  There are no 

settlements in the area. Detailed geotechnical and topography studies are advised before the 

execution phase. 

E.9.11. Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation 

Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation has been done for the site in Chapter 2 of the Main Report 

and the detailed report in Annex 2. Analyses done were load flow, contingency, short circuit, 

and dynamic stability studies. No issues were identified. The grid is able to absorb the power 

for the proposed plant size. A detailed grid study is advised before the execution phase.  
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E.9.12. Technical and economic evaluation 

Table E.9-5 shows the technical and economic results for this site for different technical set-

ups. For more details, refer to the Main Report of the locational study, where all different tech-

nical setups are explained.49 The development costs as per Table E.9-2 have been included in 

the financial analysis, and the capital expenditures (CAPEX) assumptions are updated from 

Chapter 3 of the Main Report .  

The first case, 100 MWp, represents the conventional sizing of solar PV systems in Pakistan, 

with the grid utilization factor of 26 percent and an annual production of 193 GWh per year.  

The optimal case, 130 MWp, represents the conventional sizing of solar PV systems in Pakistan, 

with the grid utilization factor of 34 percent and an annual production of 251 GWh per year.  

The addition of storage does not add any significant value, and the site is not suitable for wind 

energy, based on Global Wind Atlas data.  

All of these results are excellent at an international level. 

Table E.9-5: Technical and economic evaluation 

Results 

Conventional 

Sizing 

Optimized 

Sizing 

Including 

Storage 

PV MWp  100 130 150 

Battery MWh  0 0 50 

Grid Utilization Factor   26% 34% 39% 

Volatility Daytime  17% 17% 15% 

Financial Attractiveness 7.09 7.50 5.78 

 

 

  

 

49 -5 is a normalized indicator for the expected LCOE or PPA rates 
(higher attractiveness = lower rates). The NPV gives the value of this plant for the country or the national 
authority CPPA that purchases the power from the power plant owners, based on the assumption that 
the solar plant on this site is developed by an IPP who sells electricity to a CPPA at a commercial rate, as 
per international benchmark today. This case is compared against CPPA purchasing power from fossil 
power plants, as is the general case in Pakistan today (which is more expensive). Higher NPV means a 
higher benefit. 
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E.10. SITE 10, SHIKARPUR 

E.10.1. General description and attributes 

Site description 

The site is located next to a grid station, 8 km north of Shikarpur city. The area is semi-agri-

culture, uncultivated flat land. The soil type is a mixture of clay and sand; some areas may 

require filling. Grid pylons are present in the area due to close proximity of the Shikarpur grid.  

 

Figure E.10-1: MapRE analysis and Google Earth snapshot with the proposed site marked 
as a yellow sun. For more details of colors and excluded areas (white), see Main Report, 

Chapter 3 
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Table E.10-1: Basic site attributes 

Latitude 

 

28°01'59.0" 

 

Longitude 

 

68°37'58.7" 

 

Geographical Lo-
cation 

 

The site is located 8 km north of Shikarpur city, next to the 
new 500/220 KV NTDC Grid.  

 

Road Access 

 

The site is accessible from Karachi to Shikarpur via national 
highways N5 and N65. The site has direct access from the 
main highway. Internal roads for the construction of the plant 
need to be developed.  

 

Proposed Size 

 

Optimized: 140 MWp 

(Conventional: 100 MWp) 

 

 

Technology 

 

Crystalline silicon (PV) with horizontal tracking north-south 

Distance to Elec-
tric Grid  

1 2 km (approximately) 

Site Ownership 

 

The site is supposed to be owned by the government accord-
ing to the district  deputy commissioner office.  

 

Land Size 
Approximately 400 acres (162 ha). More land is not easily 
available and needs a proper land survey. 

Settlements on 
Site 

None 
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E.10.2. Estimated cost of development for grid and road upgrades 

Road access 

As the site is accessible by road, no additional road development cost is anticipated. Develop-

ment of internal roads will be the responsibility of the EPC contractor and depends on the lay-

out of the proposed solar PV plant.  

Leveling  

The initial leveling effort at the site is expected to be low. Some low areas may require land 

filling, and a proper drainage plan will be required to prevent any rain or groundwater accumu-

lation. To avoid wind erosion, only minimum required topsoil should be removed.  

Grid connection  

The grid connection will be a direct double circuit of 132 kV approximately 1 km from the solar 

park to Shikarpur  new 500/220/132 kV grid station of the NTDC. The conductor used will be 

Lynx. 

Site development cost 

The site development costs primarily consist of the land cost, road access, grid connection, 

water availability, and initial leveling cost of the plant site. As the land is owned by the govern-

ment, the land cost will be as per the land lease agreement and will not influence the site de-

velopment cost as such. No additional road access cost is anticipated. The grid connection cost 

is expected to be US$0.20 million. Water can be made accessible at the site through tankers 

from the nearby canal or from groundwater resources; hence, no cost is expected in the site 

development cost for the availability of water. The expected cost for land leveling is US$0.30 

million. All costs are based on the site visit and a rough estimate based on experience with 

similar projects. However, exact costs can be calculated through more detailed studies. 

Table E.10-2:  Estimated site development costs 

Land Cost, Estimated As per government 

Road Cost, Estimated  

Grid Connection Cost, Estimated US$0.20 M 

Water Connection Cost, Estimated 
Through tank vehicles or 
well 

Levelling Cost, Estimated US$0.30 M 

Total, Estimated US$0.50 M 
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E.10.3. Technical parameters  

Table E.10-3: Grid utilization factor and annual output as per PVGIS tool50 

Plant Size  140 MWp 

Orientation Tracking north-south 

Grid Capacity/Limit  85 MW (AC) 

Grid Utilization Factor 34.1% 

Annual Output (MWh/a) 254,040 

The optimal plant size has been suggested as per the grid capacity and economic analysis per-

formed in Chapters 2 and 3 of the Main Report. The grid utilization factor and annual output 

for the proposed solar plant have been calculated for a single-axis north-south tracking PV 

plant, which was identified as the most economic option in the Main Report. For this study, the 

available grid capacity of 85 MW has been considered, which results in a 2.7 percent yield loss 

for the 140 MWp case. As line capacities are not static, even less loss can be achieved with a 

dynamic line rating in the future.   

Diurnal and seasonal profile: 

Figure E.10-2 shows the daily generation pattern and the utilization of the available grid capac-

ity (red line in chart) for this opportunity site with optimal sizing. Exemplary days are shown 

for the four different seasons to show the seasonal variation. It can be seen that the line ca-

pacity of 85 MW is hardly surpassed. 

 

50 To avoid confusion, it should be noted here that the results of yield and financial attractiveness in 
Chapter 3 of the Main Report are based on 5-year irradiance data from PVGIS, normalized to Global Solar 
Atlas numbers, which were the basis for the whole Main Report. Here, for a high location-specific accu-
racy, PVSyst analysis is used, which is based on 16-year irradiance for higher reliability. This different 
approach results in a small deviation in the annual yield compared to Chapter 3 numbers for these sites, 
but the differences are within an acceptable 5 percent margin, which is not uncommon for simulations 
based on different solar data sources. 
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Figure E.10-2: Diurnal and seasonal profile: yellow is the solar output for four different 
seasons (typical days), while the red line is the maximum capacity which the grid can ab-

sorb at that location  

 

Figure E.10-3 shows the annual variation as per the PVSyst simulation. The solar irradiance is 

higher in the summer months, except for July and August, which might be because of a higher 

cloud cover in these months. Similarly, the Performance Ratio (PR) is slightly lower in May and 

June because of the higher ambient temperatures in these months. 

 

Figure E.10-3: Normalized production and PR monthly profile (PVSyst) 
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Table E.10-4: Monthly irradiance, temperature, energy and performance ratio numbers 
(PVSyst) 
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E.10.4. Security situation 

The site is located close to Shikarpur city, and the security situation in the area is satisfactory.  

E.10.5. Environmental considerations 

The site is located in an uncultivated area with scarce vegetation. The project is estimated to 

result in approximately 139,000 tons of reduction in carbon emissions annually.51 Hence, the 

site has no negative environmental impact. However, a detailed environmental study is recom-

mended. The area is underdeveloped, and such a project will generate local jobs both during 

construction and the O&M phase for the local community, producing a positive social impact in 

the area.52  

E.10.6. Water situation 

At site, the water will mostly be required during the construction phase and for the cleaning of 

the PV modules afterwards. Based on 2 liters per module and two cleaning cycles per month, 

the estimated requirement for cleaning of modules is approximately 2,100 cubic meters per 

month.   

The groundwater level is expected to be high. A canal is located 15 km to the west of the site.  

Hence, water availability is not an issue, but use of underground water or river water has to be 

confirmed with the local authorities. 

 

  

 

51 Based on a grid emission factor of 0.546 tCO2,eq per MWhel for Pakistan, taken from the Institute for 
Global Environmental Strategies (IGES), IGES List of Emission Factors for CDM projects. The value is the 

 
52 Although building and operating a solar park is not a labor-intensive undertaking and in other parts of 
the world requires mostly trained staff, in Pakistan, a number of labor jobs are typically created, both 
during construction (helpers, welders/metal workers, security) and operation (cleaning, security). 
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E.10.7. Land situation 

The team met with the DC (Deputy Commissioner) of Shikarpur, who informed the local au-

thorities about the project. The relevant local land registry official (tapedar) was assigned to 

identify barren land near the grid or transmission lines. Due to road access and topography, 

approximately 250 acres (101 ha) of land were visited. The tapedar assured that 400 acres (162 

ha) of uncultivated land owned by the government is available in the area. However, a detailed 

land survey is required. Further land, if required, might be difficult to procure, as surrounding 

land is agriculture based.    

It should be noted that 4 acres (1.62 ha) per MWp is a conservative estimate and with higher 

efficiency modules, the area requirement can be reduced or more solar modules can be installed 

in the same area as proposed in the optimized case. The cost of land will be as per the govern-

ment lease but needs to be verified.  

 

Figure E.10-4 team with the local authorities in Shikarpur 
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E.10.8. Expected soiling losses 

As the site is surrounded by an agricultural area, the soiling losses are expected to be "moder-

ate," while the temperature losses are relatively "higher," as can be visualized in Figure E.10-5. 

Wind exposure in the area is between "moderate to high," with seasonal dust storms. 

 

 

Figure E.10-5: Loss diagram across the whole year, based on assumptions   
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E.10.9. Indicative maps and pictures 

 

Figure E.10-6: Google Earth close snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.10-7: Road access (near the site) 
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Figure E.10-8: Proposed site and vegetation 

 

 

Figure E.10-9: Soil condition 
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Figure E.10-10: Proposed site, Point A in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.10-11: Proposed site, Point B in Google Earth snapshot 
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Figure E.10-12: Proposed site, Point C in Google Earth snapshot 

 

 

Figure E.10-13: Proposed site, Point D in Google Earth snapshot 
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E.10.10. Geotechnical conditions  

The site is located in an uncultivated patch next to Shikarpur Grid Station.  The area is agricul-

ture based due to the presence of canals and because irrigation water is available in the area. 

However, the proposed site seems to be slightly waterlogged with few low areas showing water 

accumulation, making the land not suitable for agricultural purposes. The topography of the 

area is mostly flat. The soil is a mixture of clay and sand. Some salt deposits are visible on 

ground and due to high salinity, the equipment has to comply with the applicable corrosion re-

sistance standards. However, with the use of water pumps, the water table can be reduced 

gradually. Also, as the site is close to a 500/220 kV grid station, many grid pylons are present 

in the area, and the PV plant layout has to be designed accordingly. There are no settlements 

at the site. Detailed geotechnical and topographical studies are advised before the execution 

phase. 

E.10.11. Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation 

Dynamic Grid Integration Simulation has been done for the site in Chapter 2 of the Main Report 

and the detailed report in Annex 2. Analyses done were load flow, contingency, short circuit, 

and dynamic stability studies. No issues were identified. The grid is able to absorb the power 

for the proposed plant size. A detailed grid study is advised before the execution phase.  
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E.10.12. Technical and economic evaluation 

Table E.10-5 shows the technical and economic results for this site for different technical set-

ups. For more details, refer to the Main Report of the locational study, where all different tech-

nical setups are explained.53 The development costs as per Table E.10-2 have been included in 

the financial analysis, and the capital expenditures (CAPEX) assumptions are updated from 

Chapter 3 of the Main Report .  

The first case, 100 MWp, represents the conventional sizing of solar PV systems in Pakistan, 

with the grid utilization factor of 24 percent and an annual production of 181 GWh per year.  

The optimal case, 140 MWp, represents the conventional sizing of solar PV systems in Pakistan, 

with the grid utilization factor of 34 percent and an annual production of 254 GWh per year.  

The addition of storage does not add any significant value, and the site is not suitable for wind 

energy, based on Global Wind Atlas data.  

All of these results are excellent at an international level. 

Table E.10-5: Technical and economic evaluation 

Results 

Conventional 

Sizing 

Optimized 

Sizing 

Including 

Storage 

PV MWp  100 140 150 

Battery MWh  0 0 50 

Grid Utilization Factor  24% 34% 37% 

Volatility Daytime   19% 19% 18% 

Financial Attractiveness 6.89 7.31 5.44 

  

 

53 Table E.10-5 is a normalized indicator for the expected LCOE or PPA rates 
(higher attractiveness = lower rates). The NPV gives the value of this plant for the country or the national 
authority CPPA that purchases the power from the power plant owners, based on the assumption that 
the solar plant on this site is developed by an IPP, which sells electricity to a CPPA at a commercial rate, 
as per the international benchmark today. This case is compared against CPPA purchasing power from 
fossil power plants, as is the general case in Pakistan today (which is more expensive). Higher NPV means 
a higher benefit. 
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E.11. PROPOSED SITE FOR CONNECTION TO KE NETWORK 
IN SINDH54 

In the Main Report, two sites have been proposed that connect to the K-Electric (KE) grid net-

work: Gharo and Hub. Hub is located west of Karachi in the Balochistan Province, whereas 

Gharo is located north of Karachi in the Sindh Province. The Gharo site already has wind and 

solar power plants feeding into the KE network.  

The grid and energy analyses for all Sindh sites based on Scenarios 1, 2, and 3, along with the 

recommended portfolio are presented in the Main Report and the detailed Annex 2 and Annex 

3 reports. However, on the specific request of SED to propose a site for the KE network in Sindh, 

Gharo analysis is presented here. The tentative plant site has been identified from Google Earth, 

based on the proposed grid station (see Figure F-1).  

 

Figure F-1: Proposed Gharo site from Google Earth  

In Scenario 1, the additional 200 MW wind and 100 MWp solar are proposed at the Gharo site, 

based on the available free grid capacities. The 300 MW wind-solar hybrid power plant located 

at Gharo would be connected via a direct double circuit of 220 kV from Gharo to the newly 

proposed Dhabeji Grid Station of KE. The length of the line would be approximately 15 km and 

the conductor used will be Twin Bundled Greeley. The permissible peak net output of the plant 

to the grid was assumed at 200 MW. In the optimized Scenario 2, 210 MW wind and 120 MWp 

solar are proposed.  

Table F-1 shows the technical and economic results for this site for different technical setups. 

Figure F-2 shows the daily generation pattern and the utilization of the available grid capacity 

(red line in chart) for this opportunity site with optimal sizing. 

  

 

54 Chapter added upon specific request of the SED. 
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Table F-1: Technical and economic evaluation 

Results 

Conventional 

Sizing 

Optimized 

Sizing 

PV MWp  100 120 

Wind MW 200 210 

Grid Utilization Factor  48% 52% 

Volatility Daytime   15% 14% 

Financial Attractiveness Solar 7.62 7.64 

Financial Attractiveness Wind 7.46 7.48 

 

 

 

Figure F-2: Diurnal and seasonal profile: yellow is the solar output and blue is the wind 
output for four different seasons (typical days of the year), while the red line is the maxi-
mum capacity which the grid can absorb at that location Case 4  is optimal for the site 

, with 120 MWp solar and 210 MW wind. 
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